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In this paper we generalize the linear Kostant Convexity Theorem to Lie
algebras of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space: If t is a Cartan subspace
of one of the hermitian real forms h(H), ho(Ic), hsp(Ia), pt is the projection on t,
U the corresponding unitary group and W the corresponding Weyl group, then for
every X # t we have
pt (U.X )=conv(W.X ).
 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
In [Ho54] Horn proved that we have for every x # Rn
p([U* diag(x) U : U # U(n)])=conv(S(n) x),
where
a11 } } } a1n
p: Herm(n, C)  R; \ b . . . b +[ (a11 , ..., ann)an1 } } } ann
denotes the projection on the diagonal, U(n) is the group of unitary n_n
matrices, and S(n) is the group of permutations of [1, ..., n], which acts on
Rn by permutation of the entries. The inclusion ‘‘’’ had already been
proven by Schur 31 years earlier in [Sch23]. This result is therefore called
the SchurHorn Convexity Theorem.
This theorem is just a special case of the Kostant Convexity Theorem
shown in [Ko73], which states, in its version for compact Lie algebras, the
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following: Let k be a compact Lie algebra and t a Cartan subalgebra.
Further let p denote the projection onto t along [t, k], that is the
orthogonal projection with respect to the CartanKilling form. Let K be a
Lie group with Lie algebra k. Then we define the Weyl group of k to be the
group W :=NK (t)ZK (t), where NK (t) is the normalizer and ZK (t) is the
centralizer of t in K. We note that this definition is independent of the
choice of K. Now the Kostant Convexity Theorem states that for every
X # t we have
p(Ad(K ).X)=conv(W.X ).
The SchurHorn Theorem is the special case k=u(n), t=i diag(Rn) and
W=S(n).
These were only the first in a long series of convexity theorems, among
them O lafsson’s Convexity Theorem on symmetric spaces [Ol90] and
several convexity theorems for Hamiltonian torus actions on symplectic
manifolds [HNP94]. It is an interesting question, which of these convexity
theorems generalize to an infinite dimensional setting and which phenomena
arise in this context. A particular convexity theorem of this type has been
obtained in [BFR93], where an analog of Kostant’s theorem was shown
for the group of area preserving diffeomorphisms of the annulus. This result
was motivated by the study of certain nonlinear PDEs.
In this paper we look at the classical (infinite dimensional ) Lie algebras
gl(H) :=B(H),
o(Ic) :=[X # gl(H) : X*Ic+IcX=0],
sp(Ia) :=[X # gl(H) : X*Ia+IaX=0],
where Ic is a conjugation and Ia is an anticonjugation. If g is a classical Lie
Algebra, we define the unitary real form u as
u :=g & u(H),
where u(H) denotes the skew-hermitian operators on H. We write U for the
corresponding unitary group generated by exp(u). We choose a Cartan
subspace t of u, that is a maximal abelian Lie subalgebra that can be
simultaneously diagonalized. Then pt denotes the projection onto t which
is given as the projection on the diagonal with respect to an orthonormal
basis in which t consists of diagonal operators. We define the Weyl group
to be the group W :=NU (t)ZU (t). The group W operates canonically
on t. The main result of this paper is, that for every X # t we have
pt ([U*XU : U # U])=conv(W.X ).
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The largest part of the work to be done goes into obtaining a precise
description of the set conv(W.X). This will be done in Sections 2 through 6.
It turns out that in each case t is canonically isomorphic to l (J, R) and
W is either S(J ) or W2(J ) :=ZJ2 < S(J ).
In Section 2 we look at the set conv(S(N) a) that was thoroughly
examined in [Nm99]. We also give a description of the set conv(W2(J ).a)
for a # c0(J ).
In Section 3 through 6 we will treat the general case. We write a # l (J )
as a=a +a$+a

, where a is nonnegative, a

is nonpositive, a , a

# c0(J ) and
a$j # [lim inf a, lim sup a] for all j # J. It turns out that
conv(S(J ) a)=conv(S(J ) a )+conv(S(J ) a$)+conv(S(J ) a

).
The case a # c0(J ) has been fully examined in [Nm99], which gives us an
explicit description for conv(S(J ) a ) and conv(S(J ) a

). These sets are
completely described by a family [Lk : k # N] of convex functionals. The
sequence a$ behaves a lot more complicated than in the countable case,
though.
To study them we introduce in Section 3 the order of a cluster point by
defining
ob(x) :=min
=>0
*[ j # J : aj # ]x&=, x+=[]
for any b # l (J ). Here we distinguish between the different infinite car-
dinal numbers. For any + with *N=: +0+*J we call ++(b) the
largest and +&(b) the smallest cluster point of b that has order at least +.
These functions +\ will, analogous to the Lk , play a crucial role in
describing conv(S(J ) a$). In particular ++0 (a)=lim sup a and +
&
0 (a)=
lim inf a. It turns out in Section 4 that
conv(S(J ) a$)=[++0 (a), +
&
0 (a)]
J
& ,
+0+*J
[b : ++(b)++(a), +&(b)+&(a)].
We also get the nicer description
conv(S(J ) a)=[b # l (J ) : (\k # N) Lk(b)Lk(a), Lk(&b)Lk(&a),
(\+) ++(b)++(a), +&(b)+&(a)].
For W=W2(J ) we obtain similar results. These are shown in Section 5
and 6.
Finally we will study in Section 7 the extreme points of conv(W.a). It
turns out that conv(W.a) has extreme points if and only if +\(a)=+\0 (a)
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for all +. This is equivalent to the condition that this set is weak-V-com-
pact. In this case we will give an explicit description of the set of extreme
points.
In Section 8 we will introduce the classical infinite dimensional Lie
algebras gl(H), o(Ic) and sp(Ia) we mentioned above. In Section 9 we
examine their Cartan subspaces and in Section 10 we show that the Weyl
group W=NU (t)ZU (t) coincides in these algebras either with S(J ) or
W2(J ).
In Section 11 we will use these tools to generalize the Kostant Convexity
Theorem to these classical Lie algebras. Here the knowledge of the
structure of conv(W.X ) is necessary to show the inclusion ‘‘’’.
The results of this paper will enable us to show that for each closed,
convex, U-invariant subset C of u holds
1. pt (C)=C & t.
2. pt (Co)=C o & t=intt (C & t).
3. C=conv(U.(C & t)).
These results are proven in [Nm00].
2. THE SEPARABLE CASE
The main difficulty in obtaining our infinite dimensional convexity
theorems is to find an explicit description for the set conv(W.a), where a #
l (J ) and W is the Weyl group.
We will start in this section by recalling the results for the separable case
J=N, that were prove in [NM99]. However we will give the definitions
for the general case, and we will also prove a few similar results for other
Weyl groups.
Definition 2.1. 1. Let J be an arbitrary infinite set. We define the
Banach space
l (J ) :=[(aj) j # J # RJ : sup
j # J
|aj |<]
equipped with the norm &(aj) j # J& :=&(aj) j # J& :=sup j # J |aj |. For A
l (J ) we denote by A the closure of A with respect to the norm & }& .
2. In l (J ) we have the closed subspace
c0(J ) :=[(a j) j # J : (\=>0)*[aj : |aj |=]<].
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3. We denote by S(J ) the group of all bijections of the set J. Then
S(J ) acts on l (J ) by permutation of the entries, that is for _ # S(J ) and
a=(aj) j # J we get (_.a) j=a_( j) , which is a right action.
4. We write Z2 :=[&1, 1] for the group of units of the integers. The
group ZJ2 acts on l
(J ) by component wise multiplication. This way we get
a right action of W2(J ) :=ZJ2 < S(J ) on l
(J ).
5. For n # N we write S(n) :=S([1, ..., n]) and W2(n) :=W2([1, ..., n]).
We note in particular that each sequence in c0 (J ) has at most countably
many entries different from zero.
Definition 2.2. For k # N we define Ek :=[EJ : *E=k]. Then
E :=k=1 Ek is the set of finite subsets of J. For E # E we define the
continuous linear functional LE on l  (J ) by
LE (a) := :
j # E
aj , a=(ai) i # L.
For k # N we define
Lk (a) := sup
E # Ek
LE (a).
Lemma 2.3. 1. The functionals Lk are S(J )-invariant and convex. We
also note that Lk is monotone, that is if ba, where the order is taken
component wise, then Lk (b)Lk (a).
2. The functionals Lk : l  (J )  R are Lipschitz continuous with
constant k, that is we have for a, b # l  (J )
|Lk (a)&Lk (b)|k &a&b& .
3. If a # c0 (J ) and :1 } } } :k0 are the k largest entries of a then
Lk (a)=:1+ } } } +:k .
4. For a=(aj) j # J # l  (J ) we define a+, a& # l  (J ) via (a+) j :=
max[aj , 0] and (a&) j :=max[&a, 0]. Then we get for a # c0 (J ) and k # N
Lk (a)=Lk (a+) Lk (&a)=Lk (a&).
Proof. (1) The functionals Lk are convex because they are the
supremum of a set of linear functionals. The monotonicity follows
immediately from the definition.
(2) If &a&b&=$ we have for every E # Ek
LE (b)= :
j # E
bj :
j # E
aj+k$=LE (a)+k$
and analogous we get LE (b)LE (a)&k$. Now the assertion follows.
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(3) This is an immediate consequence of the definition.
(4) This is [NM99, Lemma 2.3.]. K
Lemma 2.4 [HLP52, pp. 49 and 89]. Let x, y # Rn. Then y # conv(S(n) x)
holds if and only if:
1. Ln ( y)=Ln (x).
2. Lk ( y)Lk (x) for all kn.
Lemma 2.5. Let a, b # Rn. Then b lies in conv(W2 (n) a) if and only if
Lk ( |b| )Lk ( |a| )
for all k=1, ..., n, where |b| j :=|bj |.
Proof. Let b # conv(W2 (n) a). We choose *1 , ..., *m0, zi # Zn2 and
_i # S(n) satisfying *1+ } } } +*m=1 and b=mi=1 *i (zi , _i) a. Then we
have for k # N
Lk ( |b| )=Lk \} :
m
i=1
* i (zi , _ i) a }+Lk \ :
m
i=1
*i _i |a|+
 :
m
i=1
*iLk (_ i |a| )= :
m
i=1
*i Lk ( |a| )=Lk ( |a| ).
Now we assume that Lk ( |b| )Lk ( |a| ) for all kn. This condition is
invariant under the action of W2 (n). Therefore we can assume that
a1a2 } } } an0 and b1b2 } } } bn0 where a=(a1 , ..., an) and
b=(b1 , ..., bn). So we get that $ :=nj=1 aj&
n
j=1 b j=Ln (a)&Ln (b)0.
Then either a=0, in which case the assertion immediately follows, or there
exists a j0 # [1, ..., n] and a a*j0 # ]0, aj0] such that 
j0&1
j=1 aj+a*j0=
n
j=1 bj .
We look at
a$ :=
1
2
(a1 , ..., a j0&1 , a j0 , aj0+1 , ..., an)
+
a*j0
2aj0
(a1 , ..., aj0&1 , aj0 , &aj0+1 , ..., &an)
+\12&
a*j0
2a j0+ (a1 , ..., a j0&1 , &aj0 , &aj0+1 , ..., &an)
=(a1 , ..., aj0&1 , a*j0 , 0, ..., 0).
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Then Ln (a$)=Ln (b) and Lk (b)Lk (a$) holds for all 1kn, as the
largest entries of a are left intact by our change. By Lemma 2.4 we have
that b # conv(S(n) a$), which finishes the proof. K
Proposition 2.6. Let a # c0 (J ). Then b # conv(S(J ) a) if and only if for
all k # N we have:
1. Lk (b)Lk (a);
2. Lk (&b)Lk (&a).
Proof. This follows immediately from [Nm99, Proposition 2.8.] if we
consider that each a # c0 (J ) has countable support. K
Remark 2.7. Lemma 2.3.4 and the monotonicity of the Lk imply that if
b # conv(S(J ) a), then b$ # conv(S(J ) a) holds for every b$ satisfying
b$+b+ and b$&b&, where the order relation is taken component wise.
Now it is easy to prove a similar result for W2 (J ).
Proposition 2.8. Let a # c0 (J ). Then for b # l  (J ) the following are
equivalent:
1. b # conv(W2 (J ) a).
2. |b| # conv(S(J ) |a| ).
3. Lk ( |b| )Lk ( |a| ) for all k # N.
Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) is an immediate consequence of
Proposition 2.6. So all that is left to show is the equivalence of (1) and (2).
As both statements are invariant under ZJ2 , we can assume that a and b
are nonnegative. In this case b # conv(S(J ) a) implies b # conv(W2 (J ) a). If
b # conv(W2 (J ) a), then we can write b=mi=1 *i (zi , _ i) a, where zi # Z
J
2
and _i # S(J ). Then 0|b|mi=1 * i _ia # conv(S(J ) a), so by Proposi-
tion 2.6 we get that |b| # conv(S(J ) a). As the mapping b [ |b| is continuous,
the assertion immediately follows. K
Lemma 2.9. For a # c0 (J ) the sets conv(S(J ) a) and conv(W2 (J ) a) are
weak-V-closed and therefore weak-V-compact.
Proof. The proof is similar in both cases, we give the one for W2 (J ).
We note that the monotonicity of Lk implies
Lk ( |b| )=max
z # ZJ2
Lk (z.b).
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So we get with Proposition 2.8
conv(W2 (J ) a)= ,
k # N
[b # l  (J ) : Lk ( |b| )Lk ( |a| )]
= ,
k # N
,
E # Ek
[b # l  (J ) : LE ( |b| )Lk ( |a| )]
= ,
k # N
,
E # Ek
,
z # ZJ2
[b # l  (J ) : LE (z.b)Lk ( |a| )].
This set is weak-V-closed, as b [ LE (z.b) is an l 1 (J )-functional for every E
and z. The weak-V-compactness follows again from the boundedness. K
Proposition 2.10 [Nm99, Corollary 2.14]. Let a # l  (N) such that
aj # [lim inf a, lim sup a]N
for all j # N. Then
conv(S(N).a)=[lim inf a, lim sup a]N.
In order to combine these results we need to decompose arbitrary a #
l  (N).
Definition 2.11. For an a=(aj) j # J # l  (J ) we define a :=(a j) j # J #
l  (J ), a

:=(a
 j
) j # J # l (J ) and a$ :=(a$j) j # J # l  (J ) by
a j :=max[aj , lim sup a]&lim sup a,
a
 j
:=min[aj , lim inf a]&lim inf a,
a$j :=aj&a j&a j
.
Then a and a

lie in c0 (J ), in particular they have countable support. The
sequence a$ satisfies the condition lim inf aa$jlim sup a for all j # J.
Lemma 2.12. Let a # l  (J ). Then we have for every k # N:
1. Lk (a)=Lk (a )+k lim sup a;
2. Lk (&a)=Lk (&a
)&k lim inf a.
We also have that
lim
k  
1
k
Lk (a)=lim sup a and lim
k  
&
1
k
Lk (&a)=lim inf a.
Proof. This follows immediately from [Nm99, Lemma 2.17]. K
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The main result from [Nm99] was
Theorem 2.13. Let a # l  (N). Then
conv(S(N).a)=conv(S(N).a

)+conv(S(N).a$)+conv(S(N).a )
=conv(S(N).a

)+[lim inf a, lim sup a]N+conv(S(N).a )
=[b # l  (N) : (\k # N) Lk (b)Lk (a), Lk (&b)Lk (&a)].
Proof. This is [Nm99, Theorem 2.15 and Corollary 2.18]. K
3. THE ORDER OF CLUSTER POINTS
It will turn out that for arbitrary index sets J we still have, as in the
separable case,
conv(S(J ) a)=conv(S(J ) a )+conv(S(J ) a$)+conv(S(J ) a ).
Proposition 2.6 covers the situation for a

and a . However the set conv(S(J ) a$)
is more complicated than in the case J=N. In order to describe this set for
arbitrary index sets J we will have to distinguish between cluster points of
different cardinality. In this section we will examine the cluster points of
different cardinality and define the functions ++ and +& that will play
an important role in describing the set conv(S(J ) a$). Finally we will
prove the useful Lemma 3.8 that we will use in the next section to describe
conv(S(J ) a$).
Definition 3.1. 1. For a given set M we write *M for the cardinal
number of M. We write +0 :=*N.
2. We write M for the set of cardinal number + with +0+*J.
3. For a=(aj) j # J # l  (J ), IJ and UR we define a(I ) :=
[aj : j # I] and a&1 (U) :=[ j # J : aj # U]. For all x # R we define
oa(x) := min
U # U(x)
*(a&1 (U)),
where U(x) is the set of all neighborhoods of x. We note that this
minimum always exists, as M is well ordered.
Lemma 3.2. If we have that *[ j : r1ajr2]+ for some a # l  (J ),
r1r2 # R and + # M, then there exists an x # [r1 , r2] with oa(x)+.
Proof. This is just a standard bisection argument. K
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Definition 3.3. For every a # l  (J ) and + # M the set [x # R : oa(x)
+] is obviously closed and bounded, so it is compact. Therefore we define
for + # M
++ (a) :=max[x # R : oa(x)+]
and
+& (a) :=min[x # R : oa(x)+],
the maximal and minimal cluster points of order at least +. In particular
we get ++0 (a)=lim sup a and +
&
0 (a)=lim inf a. We define
Ma(+) :=[+& (a), ++ (a)],
the smallest interval containing all cluster points of a of order at least +.
In particular we get with Lemma 3.2 for every a # l  (J ) and =>0, that
*[ j # J : aj  ]+& (a)&=, ++ (a)+=[]<+.
Lemma 3.4. For every + # M the function ++: l  (J )  R is convex,
S(J )-invariant and Lipschitz continuous with constant 1, that is
|++ (a)&++ (b)|&b&a&
for all a, b # l  (J ). Further we have ++ (&a)=&+& (a) for every
a # l  (J ), so &+& is also continuous, convex and S(J ) invariant.
Proof. The S(J )-invariance follows immediately from the definition.
We pick a, b # l  (J ). If oa(x)+, then we have for every =>0
*[ j # J : bj # [x&&a&b&&=, x+&a&b&+=]]+.
In particular we get from Lemma 3.2 that b has at least one cluster point
of order at least + in [x&&a&b&&=, x+&a&b&+=]. As this is true for
every =>0, and the set of cluster points of order at least + is closed, we
can find a y # R satisfying | y&x|&a&b& and ob ( y)+. This way we get
++ (b)++ (a)&&b&a&. As our conclusions are symmetric in a and b we
also get ++ (a)++ (b)&&b&a&, which results in
|++ (a)&++ (b)|&b&a&.
All that is left to show is that ++ is convex. We assume that it is not. Then
we can find a, b # l  (J ) and * # ]0, 1[ such that
++ (*a+(1&*) b)*++ (a)+(1&*) ++ (b)+4=
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for some =>0. This implies that
*[ j # J : *aj+(1&*) bj*++ (a)+(1&*) ++ (b)+2=]+.
In view of
[ j # J : *aj+(1&*) bj*++ (a)+(1&*) ++ (b)+2=]
[ j # J : *aj*++ (a)+=]
_ [ j # J : (1&*) bj(1&*) ++ (b)+=],
this yields a contradiction, as both sets on the right side are obviously of
order less than +.
The assertions for &+& are now an obvious consequence. K
Definition 3.5. Since M is well ordered, the expression
++1 :=min[+$ # M : +$>+]
is well defined for every *J{+ # M. We define
M* :=[+ # M : (_+$ # M) +=+$+1].
For + # M* we write +&1 :=+$, where +=+$+1.
Lemma 3.6. For +0<+  M* we have
++ (a)=inf[(+$)+ (a) : +$<+] +& (a)=sup [(+$)& (a) : +$<+].
Proof. We note that in M"M* we have +=sup [+$ : +$<+].
We write s+ :=inf+$+ (+$)+ (a). We have ++ (a)s+ . To see ++ (a)
s+ it is sufficient to show oa(s+ )+.
We pick + <+. For every neighborhood U of s+ we can find an +$<+
satisfying [++ (a), (+$)+ (a)]$U. If + <+$, we have *[ j : aj # U]+$
+ . If + +$ this implies (+$)+ (a)+ + (a)++ (a), so + + (a) # U and
we get *[ j : aj # U]+ .
We have seen that *[ j : aj # U]+ for every neighborhood U of s+ ,
therefore _a(s+ )+ . As + <+ was arbitrary the assertion follows.
The proof of the second assertion is identical. K
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Lemma 3.7. For every + # M we have that *[ j : aj  Ma(++1)]+.
Proof. Since a is bounded we can find an upper bound x # R. For every
n # N we define
In :=_(++1)+ (a)+ 1n+1, (++1)+ (a)+
1
n&
I0 :=[(++1)+ (a)+1, x].
By Lemma 3.2 we get *[ j : aj # In]+. Since
[ j : aj>(++1)+ (a)]= .
n # N0
In
we also get *[ j : aj>(++1)+ (a)]+. The same way we can obtain
*[ j : aj<(++1)& (a)]+, which finishes the proof. K
For every subset IJ we get a canonical mapping pI : l  (J )  l  (I ),
where ( pI (a)) i :=a i for i # I. We will write
aI :=pI (a).
Viewing the elements of l  (J ) as mapping from J to R, this is just the
restriction map. We can also identify l  (I ) with [a # l  (J ) : (\j  I) aj=0].
Lemma 3.8. Let a # l  (J ). Then we can find a set I+ J for every
+ # M* and a set I+0 J such that
1. The sets I+ , + # M* _ [+0] are a partition of J.
2. *I+=+ for all + # M* _ [+0].
3. oaI+ (+
+ (a))=oaI+ (+
& (a))=+ for all + # M* _ [+0], that is ++ (a)
and +& (a) are cluster points of order + for the restriction of a to I+ .
4. aj # [+& (a), ++ (a)] for all j # I+ , + # M*.
Proof. For each + # M* _ [+0] we define
J"+ :=[ j # J : aj  Ma(++1)].
for +<*J and J*J :=J. Then by Lemma 3.7 we have *J"++. We have
that oa(++ (a))+ and oa(+& (a))+. So we can find a set K+ of
cardinality + such, that oaK+ (+
+ (a))= paK+ (+
& (a))=+. By Lemma 3.7 we
know that
*[ j : aj  [+& (a), ++ (a)]]+&1
if + # M*. Therefore it is possible for +{+0 to choose the set K+ such, that
aj # [+& (a), ++ (a)] for all j # K+ .
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We define J$+ :=J$+ _ K+ . Then *J$+=+.
If +0<+  M* we look at the set
U+ :=[ j # J : aj # [+& (a), ++ (a)]"[(++1)+ (a), (++1)& (a)]].
We have that *U++. As +  M* we have + :=sup [+$ # M* : +$<+].
Therefore there exist sets V ++$ , +$ # M*, +$<+ such, that *V ++$+$ and
U+=+$ V ++$ . We define
J+ :=J$+ _ .
+* # M"M*, +*>+
V +*+ .
This implies for each + # M"M* that
[ j # J : aj  [(++1)+ (a), (++1)& (a)]] .
+$ # M*, +$<+
J+$ .
We know that
:
+  M*
(++ (a)&(++1)+ (a))+((++1)& (a)&+& (a))++0 (a)&+
&
0 (a).
Therefore there are at most countably many +  M*, for which U+ {<,
and we get that *J+=+. Finally we define
J+ "J+&1 +&1 # M*
I+ :={J+> .+$ # M*, +$<+&1 J+$ +&1  M*J+0 +=+0 .
These sets are obviously disjoint. That they form a partition of J now
follows directly from the fact that J*J=J. Because of *J+=+ for all
+ # M* we get *J+=+. The condition (3) follows from the way we chose
our K+ and the fact that we subtract from J+ only a set of at most
cardinality +&1. The condition (4) follows immediately from our
construction. K
4. THE SET conv(S(J ) a) FOR CERTAIN SEQUENCES
In this section we will describe the set conv(S(J ) a) for an a # l  (J ) that
fulfills the condition aj # [+&0 (a), +
+
0 (a)] for all j # J, that is the entries of
a are bounded by lim inf a and lim sup a.
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In order to do this we will first have to refine Proposition 2.10. In
particular we will need to limit the number of summands needed to
approximate an arbitrary element in conv(S(N).a), and the number of
summands should only depend on =.
This will enable us to describe conv(S(J ) a) as well as the set conv(W2 (J ) a)
for a # l  (J ) with |aj |++0 ( |a| ) for all j # J.
Lemma 4.1. Let k, n, m1 , ..., mp # N satisfying 0mjn for all j and
 pi=1 mi=kn. Then kp and we can find _1 , ..., _n # S( p) such that
1
n
:
n
i=1
_i ( 1, ..., 1
k
, 0, ..., 0)=\m1n , ...,
mp
n + .
Proof. This is equivalent to the assertion that for integers m1 , ..., mp
satisfying 0min and m1+ } } } +mp=kn we can find _1 , ..., _n # S( p)
such that
:
n
i=1
_i ( 1, ..., 1
k
, 0, ..., 0)=(m1 , ..., mp ).
We will prove this by induction in n. The statement obviously is true for
n=1, since in that case exactly k of the mi are 1 and the rest is 0. Now we
assume we have proven the statement for all integers up to n&1. We pick
j1 , ..., jk such that the mj1 , ..., mjk are the k largest of the m i , and observe
that these are positive. We define _1 such that _1 (i)= ji for 1ik and
_1 (i) arbitrary else. We define
(m$1 , ..., m$p ) :=(m1 , ..., mp )&_1 (1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0).
Then 0m$in&1 for all i, else there would have to be at least k+1 of
the mi satisfying mi=n, but then m1+ } } } +mp(k+1) n in contradiction
to our assumption. Further we have that
m$1+ } } } +m$p=m1+ } } } +mp&k=kn&k=k(n&1).
Now we can use the induction hypothesis to find _2 , ..., _n such that
:
n
i=2
_i (1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0)=(m$1 , ..., m$p ).
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Then
:
n
i=1
_i (1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0)
=_1 (1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0)+ :
n
i=2
_ i (1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0)
=(m1 , ..., mp )&(m$1 , ..., m$p )+(m$1 , ..., m$p )
=(m1 , ..., mp ).
Proposition 4.2. Let a=(ai ) i # [0, 1]N such that ++0 (a)=1 and
+&0 (a)=0 and let b # [0, 1]
N. Then for every n # N we can find _1 , ..., _n #
S(N) such that
"b& 1n2 :
n
i=1
_ia"3n .
Proof. We can find a$, b$ # [0, 1]N such, that a$ has infinitely many
entries 0 and 1, every entry of b$ is a multiple of 1n and &a&a$&
1
n ,
&b&b$& 1n . After a permutation we can write
b$=
1
n
(;1 , ..., ;s , m1 , ..., m1
n
, m1 , ..., m1
n
, ..., mk , ..., mk
n
, m1 , ..., m1
n
, ...)
with 0;i , min integers. As we have some freedom in the choice of b$
we can assume that m1  [0, n]. Then si=1 ;i+nm1= pn+q, where
0ps+n, 0q<n are integers. We permute a to the sequence
a$=( 1, ..., 1
p+1
, 0, ..., 0
s+n& p&1
, 1, ..., 1
m1&1
, :1 , 0, ..., 0
n&m1
, ...,
1, ..., 1
mk&1
, :k , 0, ..., 0
n&mk
, 1, ..., 1
m1&1
, :k+1 , 0, ..., 0
n&m1
, ...),
where :j # [0, 1] for all j # N. This can be done, because m1 is neither n nor
0, and therefore we have infinitely many places to put the 1’s and 0’s.
We consider the permutation
_+: Rn  Rn; (x1 , ..., xn ) [ (xn , x1 , ..., xn&1).
Then
\1n :
n&1
i=0
(_+) i+ ( 1, ..., 1
m&1
, :, 0, ..., 0
n&m
)=\m&1+:n , ...,
m&1+:
n + .
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By Lemma 4.1 there exist _1 , ..., _n # S(s+n) such that
1
n
:
n
i=1
_i ( 1, ..., 1
p+1
, 0, ..., 0
s+n& p&1
)
=
1
n
(;1 , ..., ;s , m1+1, ..., m1+1
n&q
, m1 , ..., m1
q
).
We define permutations {1 , ..., {n by the following block diagonal matrices
{i :=\
_i
0
0
b
0
(_+ ) i
0
b
0
0
(_+ ) i
b
} } }
} } }
} } }
. . .+ .
Then
"b$&1n :
n
i=1
{i a$"=sup {1n ,
1&:1
n
,
1&:2
n
, ...=1n
and
"b&1n :
n
i=1
{ia"&b&b$&+"b$&1n :
n
i=1
{ia$"+"1n :
n
i=1
{i (a$&a)"

3
n
. K
Lemma 4.3. Let *J+0 . Further let A+ :=sup [aj] and A& :=
inf[aj]. We assume that oa(A+ )=oa(A&)=*J, i.e., aj # Ma(*J ) for all
j # J. Then there exists a partition of J into countable subsets [I: : : # A]
such that ++0 (aI: )=A
+ and +&0 (aI: )=A
& for all : # A.
Proof. We look at the set C of subsets QP(J ) that consist of disjoint
countable subsets of J such that for every I # Q holds lim sup aI=A+ and
lim inf aI=A&. The set C is not empty, since it contains Q=[<]. The
natural inclusion gives us an order on C. If (Qi ) i # I is a chain in C, then
i # I Qi is an upper bound. So by Zorn’s Lemma there exists a maximal
element Q0 in C. If  Q0=J we are done. Else we define J1 :=J" Q0 .
Then either lim sup aJ1<A
+ or lim inf aJ1>A& , else we can find a count-
able subset IJ1 satisfying lim sup aI=A+ and lim inf aI=A& which
implies that Q0 _ [I]>Q0 , a contradiction. We assume lim sup aJ1<A
+.
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So there exists an =>0 satisfying *[ j # J1 : a j>A+&=]<. This implies
[ j #  Q0 : aj>A+&=]=*J. On the other hand
*{ j #  Q0 : aj>A+&==*(N_Q0 ),
which implies *Q0=*J. So we can find an injective mapping \ : J1  Q0 .
For I # Q0 we define I$=I _ [\&1 (I )] if I # \(J1) and I$=I else. Then
[I$ : I # Q0] is the desired partition. K
Lemma 4.4. Let a be as in Lemma 4.3. Further let b # [A&, A+ ]J. Then
for every n # N there exists _1 , ..., _n # S(J ) such that
"b& :
n
i=1
1
n
_i a" 
3(A+&A& )
n
.
In particular we have
conv(S(J ).a)=[A&, A+ ]J.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 4.2. K
Definition 4.5. 1. A J_J matrix (ai, j ) i, j is called doubly stochastic
(or d.s.), if 0ai, j for all i, j and
:
j # J
ai0 , j= :
i # J
a i, j0=1 for all i0 , j0 # J.
In particular the l 1- and l -operator norm of each d.s. matrix is 1.
2. We call a J_J-matrix (ai, j ) i, j # J doubly sub-absolute-stochastic
(d.s.a.s.), if for all i0 , j0 # J we have
:
j # J
|ai0 , j |1 and :
i # J
|a i, j0 |1.
It should be noted that, as all summands are nonnegative, the definition
of the summation over the not necessarily countable set J is not
problematic.
Remark 4.6. For every permutation _ # S(J ) there exists a J_J matrix
S such that _a=S.a for all a # l  (J ). The matrix S is doubly stochastic,
as every row and every column of it contains exactly one entry 1 and all
the others are 0. As the set of doubly stochastic matrices is convex, we also
get for every *1 , ..., *n # R, *1+ } } } +*n=1 and _1 , ..., _n # S(J ) a doubly
stochastic matrix D=ni=1 *i_ i . We also note that each element of W2 (J )
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acts on l  (J ) via a d.s.a.s. matrix. Since the set of d.s.a.s. matrices is
convex we can for all *i0, i *i=1, wi # W2 (J ) find a d.s.a.s. matrix
D=i *i wi .
In finite dimensions the doubly stochastic matrices were a very powerful
tool for the proof of the SchurHorn Theorem, as according to Birkhoff’s
Theorem they form the convex hull of the permutation matrices. This is no
longer true in infinite dimensions, however the d.s. and d.s.a.s. matrices will
still be useful.
For every a # l  (J ) and + # M we define
Oa(+) :=[b # l  (J ) : ++ (b)++ (a), +& (b)+& (a)].
For an a # l  (J ) with nonnegative entries and + # M we define
O+a (+) :=[b # l
 (J ) : ++ ( |b| )++ (a)].
According to Lemma 3.4 the functions +\ are continuous, so Oa(+) and
O+a (+) are closed.
Lemma 4.7. Let a # l  (J ).
1. If D=(di, j ) i, j # J is a d.s. matrix, then D.a # Oa(+) for all + # M.
2. If D=(di, j ) i, j # J is a d.s.a.s. matrix, then D.a # O+|a|(+) for all
+ # M.
Proof. (1) We assume that D.a  Oa(+) for some + # M. Then we can
assume that there exists an x0>++ (a) such that oD.a(x0 )+. On the
other hand
(D.a)j := :
i # J
dj, i aimax[a i : dj, i {0].
For each i # J the set [ j # J : d j, i {0] is countable. So for every y # R we
get
*[ j # J : (D.a)j y]*\ .i # J : ai y [ j # J : d j, i {0]+
*([i # J : ai y]_N).
If we choose y # ]++ (a), x0 [, this means *[ j # J : aj y]+, as by our
assumption *[ j # J : (D.a) j y]+. This on the other hand contradicts
y>++ (a). So we obtain D.a # Oa(+). (2) is shown analogously. K
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Lemma 4.8. Let a # c0 (J ) be a nonnegative sequence.
1. For every d.s. matrix D=(di, j ) i, j # J we get
D.a # conv(S(J ).a).
2. For every d.s.a.s. matrix D=(di, j ) i, j # J we get
D.a # conv(W2 (J ).a).
Proof. Let D=(di, j) i, j # J be a d.s.a.s. matrix. Because of a # c0 (J ) there
are at most countably many nonzero entries of a. We can enumerate those
entries such that a1a2 } } } 0. As each row an column of D has at
most countably many nonzero entries we conclude that D.a has only
countably many nonzero entries as well. We therefore can find a countable
subset J$ of J such that for every j # J"J$ we get aj=(D.a) j=0. So it is
sufficient to prove the statements in the case J=N. We pick E # Ek . Then
:
i # E
|(D.a) i |= :
i # E } :

j # 1
d i, ja j } :i # E :

j=1
|di, j | aj
 :
i # E
:
k
j=1
|di, j | aj+ :
i # E
:

j=k+1
|d i, j | ak
= :
i # E
:
k
j=1
|di, j | aj+ :
i # E
:

j=1
|di, j | ak& :
i # E
:
k
j=1
|di, j | ak
 :
k
j=1
:
i # E
|di, j | aj+kak& :
k
j=1
:
i # E
|di, j | ak
= :
k
j=1 \ :i # E |di, j | a j+\1& :i # E |di, j |+ ak + :
k
j=1
aj .
So |D.a| # conv(S(J ) a). If D is d.s. we have |D.a|=D.a and (1) follows.
Otherwise we get D.a # conv(W2 (J ) a) from Proposition 2.8. K
Proposition 4.9. Let a # l  (J ) be such, that +&0 (a)aj+
+
0 (a) for all
j # J. Then
conv(S(J ) a)=[+&0 (a), +
+
0 (a)]
J & ,
+ # M*
Oa(+).
Proof. Obviously conv(S(J ) a)[+&0 (a), +
+
0 (a)]
J. So the inclusion
 follows immediately from Remark 4.6 and Lemma 4.7.
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On the other hand let b # [+&0 (a), +
+
0 (a)]
J & + # M Oa(+). With the help
of Lemma 3.8 and using +&0 (a)aj+
+
0 (a) for all j # J we can find sets
I+ , K+ , + # M* _ [+0] such, that
1. The sets I+ , + # M* _ [+0] and the sets K+ , + # M* _ [+0] each
are a partition of J.
2. *I+*K+=+ for all + # M* _ [+0].
3. oaI+ (+
+ (a))=oaI+ (+
& (a))=+ and obK+ (+
+ (b))=obK+ (+
& (b))=+
for all + # M* _ [+0].
4. aj # [+& (a), ++ (a)] for all j # I+ , + # M* _ [+0], bj # [+& (b),
++ (b)] for all j # K+ , + # M*.
As *K+=*I+ we can assume that K+=I+ for all + # M* _ [+0].
We choose =>0. Then we can find a n # N satisfying (3(++0 (a)&
+&0 (a)))n<=. As b # Oa(+) we can apply Lemma 4.4 to the sequences bI+
and aI+ for all + # M* _ [+0] to find _
+
1 , ..., _
+
n # S(I+ ) satisfying
"bI+&1n :
n
j=1
_+j aI+"<=.
Now we define _j :=+ # M* _ [+0] _
+
j # S(J ) and get &b&
1
n 
n
j=1 _ja&<=.
As = was arbitrary this proves the assertion. K
Lemma 4.10. Let a # l  (J ). Then there exists an element z # ZJ2 such
that
\[&++0 ( |a| ), ++0 ( |a| )]J & ,
+ # M*
O+|a|(+)+
=\[+&0 (z.a), ++0 (z.a), ++0 (z.a)]J & ,
+ # M*
Oz.a(+)+ ,
where (z.a) j :=zj aj for all j # J. In particular we get ++ (z.a)=++ ( |a| ) and
+& (z.a)=&++ ( |a| ) for all + # M.
Proof. We have
O+|a|(+)=[b # l
 (J ) : ++ (b)++ ( |a| ) 7+& (b)&++ ( |a| )]
and
Oz.a(+)=[b # l  (J ) : ++ (b)++ (z.a) 7+& (b)+& (z.a)].
All we have to do is to find a z # [&1, 1] j such that ++ (z.a)=++ ( |a| )
and +& (z.a)=&++ ( |a| ) for all + # M.
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With Lemma 3.8 we can find sets I+ , + # M* _ [+0] such that
1. The sets I+ , + # M* _ [+0] are a partition of J.
2. *I+=+ for all + # M* _ [+0].
3. o |aI+ | (+
+ ( |a| ))=+ for all + # M* _ [+0].
4. a(I+ )[&++ (a), ++ (a)] for all + # M*.
For every + # M* _ [+0] the value ++ ( |a| ) is a cluster point of order +
for |a| I+ . Therefore we have either oaI+ (+
+ ( |a| ))=+ or oaI+ (&+
+ ( |a| ))
=+. We can assume that oaI+ (+
+ ( |a| ))=+ as the construction in the
other case is identical. Then we find subsets I 1+ and I
2
+ of I+ that have car-
dinality + and satisfy oaI 1+
(++ ( |a| )=oaI 2+
(++ ( |a| ))=+. We define z+ :=
(zj)j # I+ by zj :=&1 if j # I
2
+ and (z+ ) j=1 else. This way we get +
+ (z+ .aI+ )
=++ ( |a| ) and +& (z+ .aI+ )=&+
+ ( |a| ).
We define
z := 
+ # M* _ [+0]
z+ # [&1, 1]J.
Then ++ (z.a)=++ ( |a| ) and +& (z.a)=&++ ( |a| ) for every + # [+0]
_ M*. This proves the second inclusion. K
Proposition 4.11. Let a # l  (J ) be such, that |aj |++0 ( |a| ) for all
j # J. Then
conv(W2 (J ) a)=[&++0 ( |a| ), +
+
0 ( |a| )]
J & ,
+ # M*
O+|a|(+).
Proof. The inclusion  follows from Remark 4.6 and Lemma 4.7. On
the other hand we can use Lemma 4.10 to find a z # ZJ2 such, that
[&++0 ( |a| ), +
+
0 ( |a| )]
J & ,
+ # M*
O+|a|(+)
=[+&0 (z.a), +
+
0 (z.a)]
J & ,
+ # M*
Oz.a(+)
=conv(S(J )(z.a))conv(W2 (J )(z.a))
according to Proposition 4.9. This finishes the proof. K
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5. THE SETS conv(S(J ) a)
Now we have all the tools we need. All we have left to do is to piece the
results of the last sections together to obtain
Theorem 5.1. Let a # l  (J ). Then
conv(S(J ).a)=conv(S(J ).a

)+conv(S(J ).a$)+conv(S(J ).a )
=conv(S(J ).a

)+\[+&0 (a), ++0 (a)]J & ,
+ # M*
Oa(+)+
+conv(S(J ).a ).
Proof. The second equality follows from Proposition 4.9, so all we have
to show is that the first and the third set coincide.
: Obviously we have
conv(S(J ).a)conv(S(J ).a

)+conv(S(J ) a$)+conv(S(J ).a ).
So all that is left to show is that the right hand side is closed. We define
the three maps p1 , p2 , p3 : l  (J )  l  (J ) as follows:
( p1 (b)) j :=max[bj , |+0 (a)]&|
+
0 (a)
( p3 (b)) j :=min[b j , |&0 (a)]&|
&
0 (a)
( p2 (b)) j :=b j&( p1 (b)) j&( p3 (b)) j .
If b1 # conv(S(J ).a
), b2 # conv(S(J ).a$) and b3 # conv(S(J ).a ) we get for
b=b1+b2+b3 that 0p1 (b)b1 and p2 (b)b20. Using the fact that
*[ j : bj  [+&0 (a), +
+
0 (a)]]+0 and Lemma 2.3.3. we see p1 (b) # convSa
and p3 (b) # convSa . Obviously we get
p2 (b) # \Ma(+0 )J & ,
+ # M*
Oa(+)+ .
The continuity of the pi implies the closedness of the right hand side.
$: We pick b # conv(S(J ).a

)+(Ma(+0)J & + # M* Oa(+))+conv(S(J ).a ).
We define
J$ :=[ j # J : a j  Ma(+0+1)] _ [ j # J : bj  Ma(+0+1)].
The set J$ is according to Lemma 3.7 countable. Then we can find a
countable subset I of J that contains J$ and satisfies ++0 (aI )=+
+
0 (a) and
+&0 (aI )=+
&
0 (a). So we can apply Theorem 2.13 to aI and bI and get
bI # conv(S(I ).aI ).
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The sequence aJ"I fulfills the conditions of Proposition 2.11. Therefore we
get that bJ"I # conv(S(J"I ).aJ"I ). Combining these two results proves
b # conv(S(J ).a). K
Corollary 5.2. Let D=(di, j ) i, j # J be a d.s. matrix and a # l  (J ). Then
D.a # conv(S(J ).a).
Proof. We write a=a

+a$+a . Obviously D.a$ # [+&0 (a), +
+
0 (a)]
J, so
Lemma 4.7 tells us, that D.a$ # (Ma(+0 )J & ++0 Oa(+)). Lemma 4.8 tells
us, that D.a

# conv(S(J ) a

) and D.a # conv(S(J ) a ). Now Theorem 5.1
finishes the proof. K
Lemma 5.3. For a, b # l  (J ) we have b # conv(S(J ) a) if and only if
1. Lk (b)Lk (a) and Lk (&b)Lk (&a) for all k # N.
2. Mb (+)Ma(+) for all + # M*.
Proof. We define b+ :=p1 (b) and b& :=p3 (b), where p1 and p3 are as
in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
If b # conv(S(J ) a), then b+ # conv(S(J ) a ) and b& # conv(S(J ) a

). As a
result we have
Lk (b)Lk (b+ )+k++0 (a)Lk (a )+k+
+
0 (a)=Lk (a)
and analogously Lk (&b)Lk (&a). The assertion Mb (+)Ma(+) follows
immediately from Theorem 5.1.
Now we assume that a and b fulfill (1) and (2). Then Lemma 3.6 then
tells us that Mb (+)Ma(+) for all + # M, so b+, b& # c0 (J ). If b+ has at
least k entries that are not 0 we get
Lk (b+)=Lk (b)&k++0 (a)Lk (a)&k+
+
0 (a)=Lk (a )
and if b+ has only k0k entries that are greater that 0 we have
Lk (b+ )=Lk0 (b
+ )Lk0 (a )Lk (a ).
So with Proposition 2.6 we get b+ # conv(S(J ) a). The same way we get
b& # conv(S(J ) a

). For b$=b&b+&b& we have because of (2) that
b$ # Ma(+0 )J & + # M O(a). Now Theorem 5.1 proves our claim. K
This is actually a nicer description of conv(S(J ) a) than Theorem 5.1,
however the latter will be more useful in the calculations to come. Basically
the Lk-conditions describe the behavior of entries outside of Ma(+0 ), while
the +\ describe the behavior of the entries inside this interval. Using
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Lemma 3.6 and 3.6 we also see that ++ (b)++ (a) and +& (b)+& (a)
for +  M* follow immediately from the other conditions.
6. THE SET conv(W2 (J ) a)
In this section we obtain a description for the set conv(W2 (J ) a) that is
similar to the one for conv(S(J ) a) in the last section. In particular we will
decompose a in a similar way.
Let a # l  (J ). We recall that (a j ) j # J=(max[a j , ++0 (a)]&+
+
0 (a)) j # J for
a # l  (J ). Then we write |a|@ :=|a|&|a|. It follows, that |a|@ j # [0, ++0 ( |a| )]
for all j # J. We will show that
conv(W2 (J ) a)
=conv(W2 (J ) |a| )
=conv(W2 (J ) |a| )+conv(W2 (J ) |a|@ )
=conv(W2 (J ) |a| )+\[&++0 ( |a| ), ++0 ( |a| )]J & ,
+ # M*
O+|a|(+)+ .
The first equality is obvious, the third is Proposition 4.11.
Lemma 6.1. Let a # l  (J ) and
b # conv(W2 (J ) |a| )+\[&++0 ( |a| ), ++0 ( |a| )]J & ,
+ # M*
O+|a|(+)+ .
Further let the sequences b+, b be defined by
b+j :=max[ |bj |, +
+
0 ( |a| )]&+
+
0 ( |a| ),
b j :=|bj |&b+j .
Then the following hold:
1. b+ # c0 (J ), b+0, b+ # conv(W2 (J ) |a| ).
2. b+ is minimal with this property, that is if we have b=b1+b2 with
b1 # conv(W2 (J ) |a| ) and b2 # conv(W2 (J ) |a|@ ), then b+|b1|.
3. b j=++0 ( |a| ) for all j # J with b
+
j {0.
Proof. It follows immediately from the definition that b+ # c0 (J ),
b+0 and that b j=++0 ( |a| ) for all j # J with b
+
j {0. Now let b=b1+b2
with b1 # conv(W2 (J ) |a| ) and b2 # conv(W2 (J ) |a|@ ). Whenever b+j {0 we
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have |bj |>++0 ( |a| ). As |(b2 ) j |+
+
0 ( |a| ) it follows that b
+
j |(b1 ) j |. The
same is obviously true if b+j =0. This shows (2), and with Remark 2.7 and
Proposition 2.8 we obtain that b+ # conv(W2 (J ) |a| ). K
Lemma 6.2. Let a # l  (J ) be a sequence with nonnegative entries and D
a d.s.a.s. matrix. Then
D.a # conv(W2 (J ) a )+\[&++0 (a), ++0 (a)]J & ,
+ # M*
O+a (+)+ .
Proof. We can write a=a +a, where a # [0, ++0 (a)]
J. By Lemma 4.8
we have that D.a # conv(W2 (J ) a ) and obviously D.a # [&++0 (a), +
+
0 (a)]
J.
Now D.a$ # O+a (+) for +0+ # M follows from Lemma 4.7. K
Theorem 6.3. Let a # l  (J ). Then
conv(W2 (J ) a)
=conv(W2 (J ) |a| )+conv(W2 (J ) |a|@ )
=conv(W2 (J ) |a| )+\[&++0 ( |a| ), ++0 ( |a| )]J & ,
+ # M*
O+|a|(+)+ .
Proof. The second equality follows immediately from Proposition 4.11.
So we only have to show that the first and the third set coincide.
If ++0 ( |a| )=0 this is Proposition 2.8, so we can assume that +
+
0 ( |a| )>0.
The sets on both sides will stay the same if we replace a by z.a for z # ZJ2 .
Therefore we can assume that a has nonnegative entries.
The inclusion ‘‘’’ follows from Remark 4.6 and Lemma 6.2, if we can
show that the right hand side is closed. Both summands are closed.
If b is in the right hand side we can write |b|=b++b as in Lemma 6.1
Further we can find a map z: l  (J )  ZJ2 that satisfies b=z(b) |b| for all
b # l  (J ). We claim that the maps b [ z(b) b+ and b [ z(b) b are con-
tinuous, which shows that the right hand side is closed. We will show the
continuity of the map b [ z(b)+, the other proof is analogous.
It follows from the definition that &b+&c+&&b&c& for all b, c in the
right hand side set. Now we assume that &b&c&<$. If bj and cj have the
same sign, we have z(b) j=z(c) j and |z(b) j b+j &z(c) j c
+
j |= |b
+
j &c
+
j |<$.
If on the other hand z(b) j=&z(c) j , then |bj |, |cj |<$ and |cj |<$, so we
get |z(b)j b+j &z(c) j c
+
j |=|b
+
j +c
+
j ||bj |+ |cj |<2$. Therefore the map
b [ z(b) b+ is Lipschitz continuous with constant 2.
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Now we will prove the inclusion ‘‘$ ’’. Let \: J_* N  J_* N be a
bijection. We define
aj* :={a\( j)++0 (a)
\( j) # J
\( j) # N.
Then a* is nonnegative, +\ (a*)=+\ (a) for all + # M* and a*=a . In
particular a* # conv(S(J ) a). Let
b # conv(W1 (J ) a )+\[&++0 (a), ++0 (a)]J & ,
+ # M*
O+a (+)+
=conv(W2 (J ) a*)+\[&++0 (a*), ++0 (a*)]J & ,
+ # M*
O+a*(+)+ .
We can assume that b is nonnegative and we can write b=b++b as in
Lemma 6.1.
With Lemma 4.10 we can find a z # ZJ2 such that
[&++0 (a*), +
+
0 (a*)]
J & ,
+ # M*
O+a*(+)
=[+t0(z.a*), +
+
0 (z.a*)]
J & ,
+ # M*
Oz.a* (+).
As a* has infinitely many entries ++0 (a) we can choose z such, that zj=1
whenever aj*>++0 (a*). This implies z.a*=a*. Then according to Proposi-
tion 2.8 we have b+ # conv(S(J )z.a*). So we obtain with Proposition 4.9
and Theorem 5.1
b=b++b # conv(S(J ) z.a*)+\[+&0 (z.a*), ++0 (z.a)]J & ,
+ # M*
Oz.a* (+)+
conv(S(J ) z.a*).
Since a* # conv(S(J ) a) we have z.a* # conv(W2 (J ) a) and therefore b #
conv(S(J ) z.a*)conv(W2 (J ) a). This finishes the proof. K
Lemma 6.4. For a, b # l  (J ) we have that b # conv(W2 (J ) a) is
equivalent to
1. Lk ( |b| )Lk ( |a| ) for all k # N.
2. ++ ( |b| )++ ( |a| ) for all + # M*.
Proof. As all conditions are invariant under ZJ2 we can assume that a
and b are nonnegative. We define b+ as in Lemma 6.1.
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If b # conv(W2 (J ) a) this implies b+ # conv(S(J ) a). Now Proposi-
tion 2.6 tells us, that
Lk (b)Lk (b+ )+k++0 (a)Lk (a )+k+
+
0 (a)=Lk (a)
and condition (2) follows immediately from Theorem 6.3.
Now we assume that a and b fulfill conditions (1) and (2). According to
Lemma 2.12 we have ++0 (b)+
+
0 (a), so b
+ # c0 (J ). If b+ has at least k
entries greater than 0 we get
Lk (b+ )=Lk (b)&k++0 (a)Lk (a)&k+
+
0 (a)=Lk (a ).
If on the other hand b+ has only k0<k entries greater than 0 we have
Lk (b+ )=Lk0 (b
+ )Lk0 (a )Lk (a ),
so we get b+ # conv(S(J ) a ) by Proposition 2.6. For b =b&b+ we have
because of (2) that b # [&++0 (a), +
+
0 (a)]
J & + # M* O+a (+). Theorem 6.3
finishes the proof. K
So the situation here is similar to the one for the set conv(S(J ) a). The
functions Lk ( | } | ) describe the entries outside [&++0 ( |a| ), +
+
0 ( |a| )], while
the ++ ( | } | ) describe the entries inside. We see again with Lemma 3.6 and
Lemma 2.12, that ++ ( |b| )++ ( |a| ) for +  M* follow immediately from
the other conditions.
Remark 6.5. We can formulate Theorem 6.3 and Lemma 6.4 in another
way: For a, b # l  (J ) we have b # conv(W2 (J ) a) if and only if there exists
a b$ # conv(S(J ) |a| ) such that 0|b|b$.
Corollary 6.6. Let a # l  (J ) satisfying aj # [+&0 (a), +
+
0 (a)] for all
j # J. Then there exists a sequence e # [&1, 1]J such that
conv(W2 (J ) a)=conv(S(J )(e.a)),
where (e.a) j :=ej aj .
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 4.10 using Theorem 5.1
and Theorem 6.3. K
7. THE EXTREME POINTS
In this section we determine the extreme points of conv(S(J ) a) and
conv(W2 (J ) a).
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Definition 7.1. We call a point x in a convex set C extreme if x=
*y+(1&a) z for y, z # C and * # [0, 1] implies x= y or x=z, that is x
does not lie in the interior of a line segment contained in C.
Lemma 7.2. 1. Let a, b # l  (J ) and b # conv(S(J ) a). If there exists a
j # J with bj # ]+&0 (a), +
+
0 (a)[ then b is not extreme.
2. Let a, b # l  (J ) and b # conv(W2 (J ) a). If there exists a j # J with
bj # ]&++0 ( |a| ), +
+
0 ( |a| )[ then b is not extreme.
Proof. (1) If there exists a j0 # J with bj0 # ]+
&
0 (a), +
+
0 (a)[, then we
can find an =>0 such that bj0&=, bj0+= # [+
&
0 (a), +
+
0 (a)]. We define
sequences b1 and b2 by setting b1j0 :=bj0&=, b
2
j0
:=bj0+= and b
1
j =b
2
j =bj
else. We obtain from Theorem 5.1 that b1, b2 # conv(S(J ) a). On the other
hand we have b= 12b
1+ 12b
2, so b is not extreme.
(2) The set of extreme points of conv(W2 (J ) a) is invariant under
ZJ2 , so we can assume that a is nonnegative and b j # ]0, +
+
0 (a)[. Now the
same argument as above shows that b is not extreme. K
As a consequence, we get that a and therefore every element of S(J ) a
resp. W2 (J ) a need not be extreme in conv(S(J ) a) resp. conv(W2 (J ) a).
This lemma naturally leads to two different cases:
Proposition 7.3. Let a # l  (J ). Then the following two cases can occur:
1. There exists an + # M with Ma(+) /Ma(+0 ). Then conv(S(J ) a)
has no extreme points.
2. We have Ma(+)=Ma(+0 ) for all + # M. This is true if *J=+0 .
In this case
conv(S(J ) a)=conv(S(J ) a )+Ma(+0 )J+conv(S(J ) a
).
In particular conv(S(J ) a) is weak-V-compact and the closed convex hull of
its extreme points.
Similarly we get the following two cases:
1. There exists an + # M with ++ ( |a| )<++0 ( |a| ). Then conv(W2 (J ) a)
has no extreme points.
2. We have ++ ( |a| )=++0 ( |a| ) for all + # M. This is true if *J=+0 .
In this case
conv(W2 (J ) a)=conv(W2 (J ) |a| )+[&++0 ( |a| ), +
+
0 ( |a| )]
J.
In particular conv(W2 (J ) a) is weak-V-compact and the closed convex hull of
its extreme points.
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Proof. The idea is the same in both cases. If we have Ma(+) / Ma(+0 ),
then every b # conv(S(J ) a) has at least one cluster point inside ]+&0 (a),
++0 (a)[. If we have +
+ ( |a| )<++0 ( |a| ), then every b # conv(W2 (J ) a) has
at least one cluster point inside ]&++0 ( |a| ), +
+
0 ( |a| )[. In both cases
Lemma 7.2 shows that b is not extreme.
In the other case the compactness of the sets follows Lemma 2.9 and the
fact that [*, +]J is weak-V-compact in l  (J ) for all *, + # R. The last asser-
tion now follows immediately from the KreinMilman Theorem ([Ru73,
Theorem 3.21]). K
Now we will give a more explicit description for the extreme points in
the case that they actually exist. We start with the set conv(S(J ) a). If this
set has extreme points we have that ++ (a)=++0 (a) and +
& (a)=+&0 (a)
for all + # M. Then we define
A+k :=Lk (a)&Lk&1 (a) A
&
k := &Lk (&a)+Lk&1 (&a).
We write b :=(A+1 , A
+
2 , ..., A
&
1 , A
&
2 , ...) # l
 (N) meaning bN1=
(A+1 , A
+
2 , ...) and bN2=(A
&
1 , A
&
2 , ...), where N=N1 _* N2 is a partition
into two infinite subsets. Then we get in particular, that Lk (b)=Lk (a) and
Lk (&b)=Lk (&a) for all k # N. Then we have
Proposition 7.4. A sequence b # conv(S(J ) a) is extreme if and only if
we can find a countable subset J$J and a m # N such that one of the
following cases occurs:
1. bJ$=(A+1 , A
+
2 , ..., A
&
1 , A
&
2 , ...), b(J"J$)[++0 (a), +&0 (a)].
2. bJ$=(A+1 , A
+
2 , ..., A
+
m , A
&
1 , A
&
2 , ...), b(J"J$)=[+
&
0 (a)].
3. bJ$=(A+1 , A
+
2 , ..., A
&
1 , A
&
2 , ..., A
&
m ), b(J"J$)=[+
+
0 (a)].
If ++0 (a)>+
&
0 (a), then these three cases are mutually exclusive.
Proof. We can see immediately that the above sequences are extreme in
conv(G(J ) a).
So we assume b is extreme is conv(S(J ) a). Then there exists a maximal
M+ # N _ [] such that Lk (b)=Lk (a) for all kM +. We also find a
maximal M& # N _ [] such that Lk (&b)=Lk (&a) for all kM&.
We define the sets
J+ :=[ j # J : bj++0 (a)] J
& :=[ j # J : bj+&0 (a)].
First we look at the case ++0 (a)>+
&
0 (a). According to Lemma 7.2 we
have that bj  ]+&0 (a), +
+
0 (a)[ for all j # J. If J
+ is infinite we get from
++0 (b)+
+
0 (a) that [ j # J
+ : bj>++0 ] is at most countable. Because of
++0 (b)+
+
0 (a) this implies that bJ+ converges to 0, so we can order the
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positive entries of bJ+ by size. We can find entries j +1 , j
+
2 , ... # J
+ such that
bj
1
+bj
2
+  } } } ++0 (a). If there are only K< elements j # J
+ with
bj>++0 (a) then we choose j
+
k for K<k*J
+ such that bjk+=+
+
0 (a).
Then bjk+=A
+
k for kM
+ and it follows that M +*J+.
Similarly we can find j &1 , j
&
2 , ... # J
& such that bj
1
&bj
2
& } } } +&0 (a).
Then bjk&=A
&
k for kM
& and it follows that M &*J&.
If M+=M&= we get because of J=J+ _ J& that b is as in case (1).
We assume now that M+<. We claim that *J+=M+, that is
bj+&0 (a) for all j  I
+ :=[ j +1 , ..., j
+
M+].
We assume there exists a j  J+ satisfying bj>+&0 (a). Then Lemma 7.2
implies that bj++0 (a).
We start with the case that there is at most one j
*
 I+ that satisfies
bj*>+
+
0 (a). The fact that j*  I
+ implies bj*<A
+
M+1 . We have in
particular that
Lk (b)LM+1 (b)+(k&M&1) ++0 (a)
for all kM+1. We choose 0<$min[bj*&+
&
0 (a), A
+
M+1&bj*]. Now
we define b1j* :=bj*+$, b
2
j*
=b j*&$ and b
1
j =b
2
j =bj for all j{ jM+1 . Then
it is easily verified that b1, b2 # conv(S(J ) a) and b= 12b
1+ 12b
2, so b is not
extreme in conv(S(J ) a). This yields a contradiction.
Now we look at the case that there is more than one j  I+ satisfying
bj>++0 (a). Then there exists an n # N such that up to a permutation
b :=bJ+"I+=(;0 , ;1 , ..., ;1
n
, ;2 , ...)
with ;0;1 , ;1>;2 and bj;2 for all other j # J+"I +. We note that
Lk (b )=Lk+M (b)&LM (b)=Lk+M (b)&LM (a)Lk+M (a)&LM (a)
for all 0kn+2. If there is a j
*
n with Lj* (b )=Lj*+M (a)&LM (a) we
can assume that j
*
is minimal with this property. Because of our assump-
tion LM+1 (b)<LM+1 (a) we have j*1 and Lj*&1 (b
 )<L j*+M&1 (a)&
LM (a). This implies
;1=Lj* (b )&Lj*&1 (b )>Lj*+M (a)&Lj*+M&1 (a)=A
+
M+ j*
.
On the other hand we have because of j
*
n
;1=Lj*+1 (b )&Lj* (b )Lj*+M+1 (a)&L j*+M (a)=A
+
M+ j*+1
A+M+ j* .
This is a contradiction. Therefore Lj (b )<Lj+M (a)&LM (a) holds for all
jn.
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So we can find a 0<$ such that Lj (b )+$Lj+M (a)&LM (a) for all
jn. We can choose $ such that $min[;1&;2 , LM+1 (a)&LM+1 (b)]. If
;0>;1 we also demand that $ 12(;0&;1 ). Now we define
b 1=(;0+$, ;1 , ..., ;1
n&1
, ;1&$, ;2 , ...)
b 2=(;0&$, ;1 , ..., ;1
n&1
, ;1+$, ;2 , ...).
We recall that ;0+$A+M . Therefore we have Lj (b
1 )=Lj (b )+$ for jn
and Lj (b 1 )=L j (b ) for j>n. By replacing b with b 1 on J"I+ we get a
sequence b1. For jM we have L j (b1 )=Lj (b)=Lj (a). For M< jM+n
we obtain
Lj (b1 )=LM (b)+Lj&M (b 2 )=LM (b)+Lj&M (b )+$
LM (a)+Lj (a)&LM (a)=Lj (a).
For jM+n+1 we use LM+n+1 (b1 )=LM+n+1 (b)LM+n+1 (a) to get
Lj (b1 )Lj (a). Therefore Lk (b1 )Lk (a) for all k # N. A similar calculation
shows that by replacing b with b 2 on J"I + we get a sequence b2 that still
fulfills Lk (b2 )Lk (a) for all k # N. Then b= 12 b
1+ 12 b
2. As b1, b2 differ
from b only on J+ this implies that b1, b2 # conv(S(J ) a), so b is not
extreme in conv(S(J ) a). This yields a contradiction. So our claim is prove.
The same way we can prove that from M&< it follows that *J&=
M&, that is bj++0 (a) for all j  [ j
&
1 , ..., j
&
M&].
Therefore one of M+, M& has to be infinite and we get that b is as in
case (2) or (3).
Finally we look at the case that ++0 (a)=+
&
0 (a). We can assume that
a # c0 (J ) and therefore b # c0 (J ). Here we no longer get that *J+M+,
as can be seen by looking at the example J=N and b=a=
(&1, &12 , &
1
3 , ...), where Lk (b)=Lk (a)=0 for all k # N but J
+=<.
However we can still order the positive entries of b by size, that is we can
find j +k satisfying bj1+b j2+ } } } >0. Then we get again that bjk+=A
+
k for
kM+. Analogously we can order the negative entries of b, that is we find
j&k satisfying bj1&bj2& } } } <0 and bjk&=A
&
k for all kM
&.
We denote by N+ # N _ [+0] the number of positive entries of b and by
N& the number of negative entries.
Now we claim that N+M +, that is there are at most M+ elements
j # J with bj>0. We will prove this by contradiction. In the case ++0 (a)>
+&0 (a) above we have already shown, without actually using +
+
0 (a)>
+&0 (a), that there can not be M
++2 or more j # J satisfying bj>++0 (a).
So all we have to contradict now is N +=M++1.
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But N+=M++1 implies 0<bj+M++1<A
+
M++1 . Now we define sequences
b1, b2 by setting b1j+M++1 :=bj+M++1+$, b
2
j+M++1
=bj+M++1&$ for $ :=min[A
+
M++1
&bj+M++1 , bj+M+ +1] and b
1
j =b
2
j =b j for all other j. We check easily that
Lk (b1 ), Lk (b2 )Lk (a) for all k # N. As we modified only the positive
entries of b this implies b1, b2 # conv(S(J ) a) (see Proposition 2.6). Because
of b= 12b
1+ 12b
2 this implies that b is not extreme, a contradiction.
So we have shown that N+M+. The same way we can show that
N&M &.
If N+=N&= we therefore have that b is as in case (1). This coincides
with case (2) if a is nonpositive and case (3) if a is nonnegative.
If N+ is finite and N& is infinite then b is as in case (2). If N& is finite
and N+ is infinite then b is as in case (3). The sequence b may in addition
be as in another case, depending on a.
All that is left is the case that N + and N& are both finite. We claim that
either A+N++1=0 or A
&
N& +1=0.
If this were not the case we could pick some j+ # J with bj*=0 and
define sequences b1, b2 # c0 (J ) by setting b1j* :=A
+
N++1 , b
2
j*
:=A&N& +1 and
b1j :=b
2
j :=bj for all other j # J. Then there exists some * # ]0, 1[ with
b=*b1+(1&*) b2. We have Lk (b1 )=Lk (b)=Lk (a) for kN+ and
Lk (b1 )=LN+ (b)+A+N+ +1=LN+ (a)+A
+
N++1=LN+ +1 (a)Lk (a)
for k>N+. Because of Lk (&b1)=Lk (&b) for all k # N this implies
b1 # conv(S(J ) a) and analogously b2 # conv(S(J ) a). Therefore b is not
extreme, which is a contradiction.
So either A+N++1=0 or A
&
N&+1=0. If A
+
N+ +1=0 this implies A
+
k =0
for all k>N+, so b is as in case (2). Similarly if A&N&+1=0 we have that
b is as in case (3). This finishes the proof. K
Now we look at the set conv(W2 (J ) a). If this set has extreme points we
have that ++ ( |a| )=++0 ( |a| ) for all + # M. Then we define
A k :=Lk ( |a| )&Lk&1 ( |a| ).
For b :=(A +1 , A
+
2 , ...) we get in particular, that Lk (b)=Lk ( |a| ) for all
k # N. Then we have
Proposition 7.5. A sequence b # conv(W2 (J ) a) is extreme if and only
if we can find a countable subset IJ such that
|b| I=(A 1 , A 2 , ...), |b| (J"I )=[++0 ( |a| )].
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Proof. Let b be an extreme point in conv(W2 (J ) a). As being an
extreme point is a property invariant under the action of W2 (J ) and in
particular ZJ2 , we can assume that a and b are both nonnegative.
We can find a bijection \: J  J _* N. Then we define a~ # l  (J ) by
a~ j :={a\( j )+&0 (a)
\( j) # J
\( j) # N.
We have conv(W2 (J ) a~ )=conv(W2 (J ) a) according to Theorem 6.3.
According to Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 7.2 we have b # conv(S(J ) a~ ). As b
is extreme in conv(W2 (J ) a) it is also extreme in conv(S(J ) a~ ). So if
++0 (a)>+
&
0 (a) we get from b0, a0 and Proposition 7.4 that b must be
as in the assertion.
If ++0 (a)=+
&
0 (a)=0, then we can use Proposition 7.4 to find a count-
able set I such that bJ"I=0 and either I is infinite and bI=(A 1 , A +2 , ...),
which implies that b is as in the assertion, or *I=M< and bI=
(A 1 , ..., A M ).
In the latter case if A k=0 for k>M then b is in the assertion as well,
so all that is left is to find a contradiction for the case A M+1>0. In that
case we know that there exist j1 , ..., jM+1 such that ajk=A k for kM+1.
Up to a permutation we can also assume that bjk=A k for kM and
bjM+1=0. We define a
2 by setting a2j =aj for j # [ j1 , ..., jM] and a
2
j =&aj
for j= jM+1 or j  [ j1 , ..., jM+1]. Then b= 12a+
1
2a
2. As a2 # conv(W2 (J ) a)
this implies that b is not extreme, which is the desired contradiction. K
8. THE CLASSICAL INFINITE DIMENSIONAL LIE ALGEBRAS
In this section we introduce the classical Lie algebras gl(H), o(Ic) and
sp(Ia ), to which we will generalize the Kostant Convexity Theorem. We
will also introduce the corresponding groups of linear operators. Many
ideas and proofs in this section and the next follow closely those in [Ha72,
Chapter I].
One of the difficulties of generalizing the Kostant Convexity Theorem is
to find an infinite dimensional analog for compact Lie algebras. Since all
but finitely many finite dimensional compact Lie algebras are compact real
forms of classical Lie algebras of operators, we will take this approach in
the infinite dimensional setting as well.
The first Lie algebra we will consider is gl(J ) :=B(H), the algebra of
bounded linear operators on the complex Hilbert space H :=l 2 (J, C).
From now on we always mean the complex Hilbert space l 2 (J, C) when we
write l 2 (J ), but we still consider the real Banach space l  (J )=l  (J, R).
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In order to describe the other two Lie algebras we first need to define
conjugations and anticonjugations.
Definition 8.1. We denote by 1 the identity map or the corresponding
matrix.
1. An anti-linear operator Ic on H is called a conjugation, if
(Ic .v, Ic .w) =(v, w)
for all v, w # H and I 2c=1. For a conjugation Ic we define
o(Ic ) :=[X # B(H) : X*Ic+IcX=0],
where X* denotes the adjoint operator to X.
2. An anti-linear operator Ia on H is called an anticonjugation, if
(Ia .v, Ia .w)=(v, w)
for all v, w # H and I 2a=&1. For a given anticonjugation Ia we define
sp(Ia ) :=[X # B(H) : X*Ia+Ia X=0].
We call the Lie algebras gl(H), o(Ic) and sp(Ia ) the classical simple
infinite dimensional Lie algebras, or short the classical Lie algebras.
Before we proceed to define the corresponding groups we want to
examine these Lie algebras a little closer. For an infinite set J we write
2J :=J_* (&J ) and 2J+1 :=J_* [0]_* &J, where &J is a identical copy
of J, but disjoint with it, and j [ & j is a bijection from J to &J.
Lemma 8.2 [Ha72, Appendix I]. 1. Let Ic be a conjugation on H=
l 2 (J ), where J is not necessarily infinite. Then there exists an orthonormal
basis [ej : j # J] of H such that Ic (ej )=ej for all [ j # J], called an Ic basis
of type zero.
For an infinite set J we also have:
(a) There exists an orthonormal basis [ej : j # 2K] with Ic (ej )=e& j
for all j # 2K. This basis is called an Ic -basis of type one.
(b) There exists an orthonormal basis [ej : j # 2K+1] such that
Ic (e j )=e& j for all j # 2K+1. This basis is called an Ic -basis of type two.
In both cases K is an infinite set with *K=*J.
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2. Let I1 be an anticonjugation on H. Then there exists an orthonormal
basis [ej : j # 2K] such that
Ia(ej )={&e& je& j
j # J
j # &J
.
Such a basis is called an Ia -basis.
If we write the Lie algebras o(Ic ) and sp(Ia ) in those bases, we can
realize them as Lie algebras of 2J_2J resp. (2J+1)_(2J+1) matrices.
Here we used *K=*J.
In an Ic -basis of type one we have
o(Ic )=o(2J ) :=[A # B(l 2 (2J )) : AtR+RA=0],
where At denotes the matrix transposed to A and R is the operator given
by the 2J_2J-matrix
R=\01
1
0+ .
In an Ic -basis of type two we have
o(Ic )=o(2J+1) :=[A # B(l 2 (2J+1)) : AtR$+R$A=0],
where R$ is the operator given by the 2J+1_2J+1-matrix
1
R$=\ 1 + .1
Finally in an Ia -basis we have
sp(Ia )=sp(J ) :=[A # B(l 2 (2J )) : AtQ+QA=0],
where Q is the operator corresponding to the 2J_2J-matrix
Q=\01
&1
0 + .
Now we introduce the groups corresponding to the classical Lie algebras.
These will be the infinite dimensional analogs of the respective finite
dimensional Lie groups.
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For the Lie algebra gl(H) we get the group GL(H) of all invertible
bounded linear operators on H. For o(Ic) we get the group
O(Ic ) :=[U # GL(H) : U*IcU=Ic].
In an Ic -basis of type one we have
O(Ic )=O(2J ) :=[U # GL(2J ) : U tRU=R]
and in an Ic-basis of type two we have
O(Ic )=O(2J+1) :=[U # GL(2J+1) : U tR$U=R$].
For sp(Ia ) we get
Sp(Ia) :=[U # GL(H)=U*Ia U=Ia].
In an Ia -basis we have
Sp(Ia )=Sp(J ) :=[U # GL(2J ) : U tQU=Q].
It will prove necessary however to restrict ourselves to the maximal unitary
subgroups. We denote by U(H) the group of unitary operators on H and
define
UO(Ic ) :=U(H) & O(Ic ) UO(2J ) :=U(2J ) & O(2J ),
UO(2J+1) :=U(2J+1) & O(2J+1),
USp(Ia ) :=U(H) & Sp(Ia ), USp(J ) :=U(2J ) & Sp(J ).
Lemma 8.3. Let Ic be a conjugation and Ia an anticonjugation.
1. Let [ej , e& j : j # J] and [ f j , f& j : j # J] denote two Ic -bases of
type one. Then the unitary operator U given by Uej= fj for all j # 2J lies in
UO(Ic).
2. Let [e0] _ [ej , e& j : j # J] and [ f0] _ [ f j , f& j : j # J] denote two
Ic -bases of type two. Then the unitary operator U given by Uej= fj for all
j # 2J+1 lies in UO(Ic).
3. Let [ej , e& j : j # J] denote an Ic -basis of type one and further let
[ f0] _ [ f j , f& j : j # J] denote an Ic-basis of type two. Then there exists no
U # UO(Ic ) satisfying
U([ej , e& j : j # J])=[ fj , f& j , f0 : j # J].
4. Let [ej , e& j : j # J] and [ fj , f& j : j # J] denote two Ia -bases. Then
the unitary operator U given by Uej= f j for all j # 2J lies in USp(Ia ).
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Proof. (1), (2) and (4) follow immediately. (3) is a consequence of the
fact that the Ic -basis of type to contains a real eigenvector of Ic , while the
Ic -basis of type one does not. Combining this with the fact that UO(Ic )
leaves Ic invariant yields our assertion. K
9. CARTAN SUBSPACES
In this section we study Cartan subspaces, which are our analogs to
Cartan subalgebras. In particular we determine the conjugacy classes of the
Cartan subspaces under the corresponding unitary group.
Definition 9.1. A V-invariant Lie subalgebra t of a classical Lie
algebra g is called a (splitting) Cartan subalgebra if
1. The subspace t is maximal abelian.
2. There exists an orthonormal basis in which each element of t is
diagonal.
The condition that t be simultaneously diagonalizable may seem a little
artificial at first. The study of closed convex invariant subsets however
suggests that this condition is necessary for a maximal abelian subalgebra
to supply maximal information about the structure of the classical Lie
algebra g.
Lemma 9.2. 1. In gl(J ) let t denote the algebra of diagonal operators
with respect to some orthogonal basis. Then t is a Cartan subalgebra of gl(J )
and every Cartan subalgebra of gl(J ) is conjugate to t under U(H).
2. In o(Ic ) let t1 denote the algebra of operators diagonal with respect
to some given Ic -basis of type one and t2 denote the algebra of operators
diagonal with respect to some given Ic -basis of type two. Then t1 and t2 are
Cartan subalgebras of o(Ic ) that are not conjugate under UO(Ic) and every
other Cartan subalgebra of o(Ic ) is conjugate to one of them under UO(Ic ).
3. In sp(Ia ) let t denote the algebra of operators that are diagonal with
respect to a given Ia -basis. Then t is a Cartan subalgebra of sp(Ia) and every
Cartan subalgebra of sp(Ia ) is conjugate to t under USp(Ia ).
Proof. We look at a Cartan subalgebra a of a classical Lie algebra g.
By our definition, we can find an orthonormal basis [e: : : # A] and
*: # a$, : # A, where a$ denotes the topological dual of a, such that
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Ae:=*: (A) e: for all A # a, : # A. As a is V-invariant we have A* # a
and
*: (A*)(e: , e:)=(A*e: , e:) =(e: , Ae:)=*: (A)(e: , e:).
In particular we get *: (A*)=*: (A) for every : # A and A # a.
For * # a$ we define
H* :=span[e: : *(:)=*] and 4 :=[* # a$ : H* {[0]].
From this definition we get that H*1 = H*2 for *1 {*2 .
We claim that dim H*=1 for all * # 4* :=4"[0]. If the claim is not true
we will show that we can find an element A # g"a that will commute with
every X # a, which is a contradiction to the fact that a is maximal abelian
in g. If g=gl(H) we choose a vector e # H* with &e&=1 and define A by
setting A.v=(v, e) e. Then A is as desired. If g=sp(Ia ) or g=o(Ic), we
denote by I the conjugation resp. anticonjugation. We observe that for
v # H* and Y # a we have
Y(Iv)=&I(Y*v)=&I(*(Y*) v)=&I(*(Y) v)=&*(Y)(Iv),
so I.H*=H&* . Now we pick an e # Hl with &e&=1 and define
A.v=(v, a) e&(v, Ie) Ie.
Then A is self-adjoint. We choose ’ # [\1] such that I 2=’1. Then we
have for v # H
IAv=(v, e) Ie&(v, Ie) I 2e=(v, e) Ie&(v, Ie) ’e
A*Iv=(Iv, e) e&(Iv, Ie) Ie=(I 2v, Ie) e&(v, e) Ie
=&((v, e) Ie&’(v, Ie) e).
So we get A*I+IA=0, but A  a. This implies dim H*=1 for every * # 4*.
(1) If g=gl(H) we pick an e* # H* satisfying &e*&=1 for every * # 4*.
Then the [e* : * # 4*] are an orthonormal set of vectors. Because a is max-
imal abelian they span H and therefore are an orthonormal basis. We
choose a U # U(H) that transforms this basis into the basis in which t is
diagonal. Then U.a=t.
(2) If g=sp(Ia ) we pick a 41 4* such that exactly one of each pair
[*, &*], * # 4* lies in 41 . Now we look at
H$ := 
* # 41
(H* H&* ).
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Then (H$)==H0 . In particular H0 is Ia -invariant and a.H0=[0]. If
dim H02 we pick e # H0 . Then
(e, Ia e) =(Ia e, I 2ae)=(I
2
ae, Iae) =&(e, Iae) ,
so Iae is orthogonal to e. Therefore the operator Av=(v, e) e&
(v, Ia e) Ia e lies in sp(Ia ) and commutes with a, but does not lie in a,
which is a contradiction to a being maximal abelian. If dim H0=1 we
would have IaH0 H0 , so with the above calculation we get IaH0=[0], a
contradiction to Ia being a real isometry. Therefore H$=H. We pick e* # Hl
satisfying &e*&=1 for each * # 4. Then [e* , e&* :=Iae* : * # 4] is an
Ia -basis. Now Lemma 8.3 tells us that a can be conjugated into t. As a is
maximal abelian we deduce that a is conjugate to t.
(3) Now we look at g=o(Ic ). We define 41 and H$ as above. We
claim that dim H01. Otherwise Lemma 8.2.1 would give us orthonormal
vectors e, f # H0 satisfying Ice=e and Ic f =f. We define v1=1- 2 (e+if )
and v2=1- 2 (e&if ). Then Icv1=v2 and we see, that the operator A
defined by Av :=(v, v1) v1&(v, v2) v2 lies in o(Ic ) and commutes with a,
but does not lie in a, which is a contradiction.
We pick an e* # H* satisfying &e*&=1 for all * # 4. If H$=H then
[e* , e&* :=Ice* : * # 4] is an Ic -basis of type one. Now the assertion
follows from Lemma 8.3 and the fact that a is maximal abelian.
If H1=Ce0 with &e0&=1 we have that Ice0=+0e0 . We can find a }0 # C
such that }20=+0 . Then |}0 |=- |+0 |=1 and Ic (}0e0 )=}0e0 , so we can
assume that +0=1. Then [e* , e&* :=Ice* , e0 : * # 4] is an Ic -basis of type
two. Now Lemma 8.3 and the fact that a is maximal abelian prove the
assertion.
The Cartan subalgebras t1 and t2 are not conjugate to each other, as t2
has a simultaneous kernel while t1 has not. K
Finally we want to see that every unitarily diagonalizable element in a
classical Lie algebra g lies in a Cartan subspace. For g=gl(H) this is
trivial.
Lemma 9.3. 1. Let X # o(Ic ) be a diagonal operator with respect to
some orthonormal basis [ej : j # J]. Then there exists an Ic-basis of type one
or an Ic -basis of type two such that X is diagonal with respect to it.
There exist an Ic -basis of type one and an Ic -basis of type two such that
X is diagonal with respect to both, if and only if X has infinite dimensional
Kernel.
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2. Let X # sp(Ia ) be a diagonal operator with respect to some orthonor-
mal basis [ej : j # J]. Then there exists an Ia -basis such that X is diagonal
with respect to it.
In particular every unitarily diagonalizable element of a classical Lie
algebra is contained in a Cartan subspace.
Proof. For * # _(X ) we define H* :=ker (X&*1), the eigenspace to the
eigenvalue *. In particular H*=H+ for *{+. Let I be Ic resp. Ia . For every
e # H* we have
XIe=&IX*e=&I *j e=&*j Ie .
So we get IH*=H&* . Let X be diagonal with respect to the orthonormal
basis [ej : j # J]. Then for every j # J there is a * # _(X ) with ej # H* . We
also have for * # _(X ), *>0 that [Iej : ej # H*] is an orthonormal basis of
H&* . Then
[ej : j # J$] _ [Iej : j # J$] _ [ej : ej # H0]
is an orthonormal basis of H and X is diagonal with respect to it. Further
ker (X)=H0 is I-invariant.
(1) If H0 is infinite dimensional we use Lemma 8.2 to find an
Ic |H0 -basis [ fj , f& j : j # J"] of type one and an Ic |H0 -basis [ f0] _ [ fj , f& j : j #
J"] of type two. Then
[ej , e& j :=Iej : j # J$] _ [ fj , f& j : j # J"]
is an Ic -basis of type one and
[ej , e& j :=j # J$] _ [ f j , f& j , f0 : j # J"]
is an Ic -basis of type two, and X is diagonal with respect to both of them.
If H0 is finite dimensional, we can find with Lemma 8.2 a Ic-basis of type
zero [ fj : j=1, ..., m] for H0 . If m=2n is even
[ej , e& j :=Iej : j # J$] _ [ fj+if j+n , f j& fj+n : j=1, ..., n]
is an Ic -basis of type one. If m=2n+1 is odd
[ej , e& j :=Iej : j # J$] _ [ fj+ifj+n , f j& fj+n : j=1, ..., n] _ [ f2n+1]
is an Ic -basis of type two. In both cases X is diagonal with respect to that
basis.
If H0 is finite dimensional we get directly from the definition that
dim(Ker(X )) is even if X is diagonal with respect to an Ic -basis of type one
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and that dim(Ker(X )) is odd if X is diagonal with respect to an Ic -basis of
type two, so those two cases are mutually exclusive.
(2) With Lemma 8.2 we can find an Ia -basis [ f j , f& j : j # J"] of H0 .
Then
[ej , e& j :=Iej : j # J$] _ [ fj , f& j : j # J"]
is an Ia -basis and X is diagonal with respect to it. K
10. HERMITIAN REAL FORMS AND THE WEYL GROUP
In this section we examine the hermitian real forms h(H) & g for the
classical Lie algebras g, which will take the role of the compact real form.
It would seem more intuitive to look at the unitary real forms u(H) & g,
however the notation is more complicated and the convexity theorems in
both cases are equivalent. We will also give an explicit description of the
conjugacy classes of Cartan subspaces in each hermitian real form. Finally
we will determine the Weyl group in each case.
For each classical Lie algebra g we get a hermitian real form by intersect-
ing g with h(J ) :=h(l 2(J )) :=[X # B(l 2 (J )) : X*=X]. For a given ortho-
normal basis we can identify h(J ) with the space of hermitian J_J matrices.
We write
ho(Ic ) :=h(H) & o(Ic ), ho(2J ) :=h(2J ) & o(2J ),
ho(2J+1) :=h(2J+1) & o(2J+1),
hsp(Ia ) :=h(H) & sp(Ia ), hsp(J ) :=h(2J ) & sp(J ).
For the Cartan subspaces in the hermitian real forms we get
Lemma 10.1. 1. In h(H) let t denote the algebra of diagonal operators
with respect to some orthonormal basis. Then t is a Cartan subspace of h(H)
and every Cartan subspace of h(H) is conjugate to t under U(H).
2. In ho(Ic ) let t1 denote the algebra of operators diagonal with respect
to some given Ic -basis of type one and t2 denote the algebra of operators
diagonal with respect to some given Ic -basis of type two. Then t1 and t2 are
Cartan subspaces of ho(Ic ) that are not conjugate under UO(Ic) and every
other Cartan subspace of ho(Ic ) is conjugate to one of them under UO(Ic ).
3. In hsp(Ia) let t denote the algebra of operators that are diagonal
with respect to a given Ia -basis. Then t is a Cartan subspace of hsp(Ia) and
every Cartan subspace of hsp(Ia ) is conjugate to t under USp(Ia ).
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Proof. Let t be a Cartan subspace in g & h(H), where g denotes one of
the classical Lie algebras. We have that tC :=t+i t is a Cartan subspace in
g. As g & h(H) is invariant under the maximal unitary group we used
before, the assertions now follow directly from Lemma 9.2. K
As we have seen, there exists for every Cartan subalgebra t in a classical
Lie algebra g and up to permutation unique orthonormal basis, such that
t consists of the diagonal operators with respect to that basis. We will
denote by pt the projection on the diagonal with respect to this basis,
which will give us a projection pt : g  t.
In the space h(J ) of hermitian J_J matrices we look at the Cartan
subspace t=d(J ) of diagonal matrices. This space equipped with the operator
norm is a Banach space canonically isomorphic to the Banach space l  (J ).
We denote by
p : h(J )  l  (J )
the projection on the diagonal and by diag(a) the diagonal matrix with
diagonal a, where a # l  (J ). In this case we have pt = p.
In hsp(J ) we have the Cartan subspace
t=dsp(J ) :={diagd (a) :=\diag(a) &diag(a)+ : a # L (J )= .
The Lie algebra dsp(J ) equipped with the operator norm is canonically
isomorphic to l  (J ). We have the projection
pd : B(l 2 (2J ))  l  (J ); \AC
B
D+[ 12 ( p(A)& p(D)),
where p : B(l 2 (J ))  l  (J ) is as above. Then pd (diagd (a))=a for all
a # l  (J ). In this case we have pt =diagd b pd .
We get one conjugacy class of Cartan subspaces of ho(Ic ) by looking at
the Cartan subspace
t1=do(2J ) :=[diagd (a) : a # L (J )].
in ho(2J ). The Lie algebra do(2J ) equipped with the operator norm is
canonically isomorphic to l  (J ). We have again that pt =diagd b pd .
To obtain the other conjugacy class of Cartan subspaces, we define
diag(a)
diag$d (a) : l  (J )  o(2J+1), a [ \ 0 +&diag(a)
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and consider
t2 :=do(2J+1) :=[diag$d (a) : a # L (J )]
in uo(2J+1). The Lie algebra do(2J+1) equipped with the operator norm
is canonically isomorphic to l  (J ). We define
A v B
p$d : B(l 2 (2J+1))  l ; \ut e wt+[ 12( p(A)& p(D)).C y D
Then p$d b diag$d (a)=a for all a # l  (J ). We get pt =diag$d b p$d .
Definition 10.2. Let h denote a hermitian real form, th a Cartan
subspace and U the corresponding maximal unitary group. Then we define
the Weyl group to be the group
W :=NU (t)ZU (t),
where NU (t) is the normalizer and ZU (t) is the centralizer of t in U.
Lemma 10.3. 1. For h=h(J ), t=d(J ) we have W=S(J ).
2. For h=hsp(J ), t=dsp(J ) we have W=W2 (J ) acting on t via the
isomorphism diagd : l  (J )  dsp(J ).
3. For h=ho(2J ), t=do(2J ) we have W=W2 (J ) acting on t via the
isomorphism diagd : l  (J )  do(J ).
4. For h=ho(2J+1), t=do(2J+1) we have W=W2 (J ) acting on t
via the isomorphism diag$d : l  (J )  dsp(2J+1).
Proof. Throughout this proof we use the W*-topology on h and the
weak-V-topology on t$l  (J ) which is the topology induced by the weak-
V-topology. We write t*$l 1 (J ) for the dual space of t with respect to this
topology. On t we define the continuous linear functional =j , j # J via
=j ((ak )k # J ) :=a j .
For : # t* we define the root space
h: :=[X # h : (\T # t)[T, X]=:(T ) X]
and we define the corresponding root system
2(h, t) :=[: # t*"[0] : h:{[0]].
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Then we get with straightforward calculation identical to the finite
dimensional case
2(h(J ), d(J ))=[=j&=k ; j{k # J]
2(hsp(J ), dsp(J ))=[\2=j , \=j\=k : j{k # J]
2(ho(2J ), do(2J ))=[\=j\=k : j{k # J]
2(ho(2J+1), do(2J+1))=[\=j , \=j\=k : j{k # J].
In each case the Weyl group obviously acts faithfully on t. We note that
2(h, t) in the case h{h(J ) spans a weak-V-dense subspace of t*. As
conjugation with a fixed element is weak-V-continuous, see [Sa71,
Theorem 1.7.8], the Weyl group therefore also acts faithfully on t* via
(#.:)(T ) :=:(#&1.T ). In the case h=h(J ) we have
[T # d(J ) : (\: # 2(h(J ), d(J ))) :(T )=0]=R1,
but this space is fixed by the Weyl group. So we get a faithful action of W
on t*.
Now let X: # h: and # # W. We can find a U # NU (t) satisfying U&1TU=
# .T for all T # t. Then we have for all T # t
[T, U&1X: U]=U&1[UTU &1, X:] U=U&1[#&1.T, X:] U
=:(#&1.T ) U&1X:U=(#.:)(T ) U&1X:U.
Therefore #.: # 2(h, t). So the Weyl group is a subgroup of the auto-
morphism group of 2(h, t). These automorphism groups have been
determined in [St99, Proposition 5.15.4] to be
Aut(2(h(J ), d(J )))=Z2_S(J )
Aut(2(hsp(J ), dsp(J )))=W2 (J )
Aut(2(ho(2J ), do(2J )))=W2 (J )
Aut(2(ho(2J+1), do(2J+1)))=W2 (J )
acting on t* in the canonical way, where Z2 acts via ((&1).:)(T ) :=
&:(T ) for all : # t* and T # t.
In the cases h{h(J ) the root system 2(h, t) spans a dense subspace of
t*. So the action of W on t is determined by its action on t*. This implies
WW2 (J ) and all that is left to show is the equality.
We choose a _ # S(J ). If S is the J_J-matrix corresponding to _ and
N=diag(S, S &1 ) resp. N$=diag(S, 0, S &1 ), then
N* diagd (a) N=diagd (_.a) N$* diagd$ (a) N$=diagd$ (_.a),
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so we have S(J )W. All that is left to show is that ZJ2 W. We pick
z=(zj) j # J # [&1, 1]J.
If h=hsp(J ), we define
S(z) :=\1&diag(z$)i diag(z$)
i diag(z$)
1&diag(z$)+ # USp(J ),
where z$j=
1&z1
2 . If h=ho(2J ), we define
S(z) :=\1&diag(z$)diag(z$)
diag(z$)
1&diag(z$)+ # UO(2J ).
Then S(z)* diagd (a) S(z)=diagd (z.a), where (z.a) j=zj aj .
If h=ho(2J+1), we define
1&diag(z$) 0 diag(z$)
S(z) :=\ 0 1 0 + # UO(2J+1).diag(z$) 0 1&diag(z$)
Then S(z)* diagd$ (a) S(z)=diagd$ (z.a). So we get ZJ2 W in each case
which proves (2)(4).
If h=h(J ) the fact that 2(h(J ), d(J )) does not span a dense subspace of
t* leads to complications as the action of W on t is not determined by its
action on 2(h(J ), d(J )). Therefore we use a straightforward calculation for
the proof in this case.
We choose a _ # S(J ). If S is the J_J-matrix corresponding to _, then
S&1 diag(a) S=diag(_.a) for all a # l  (J ), so we have S(J )W.
We pick N=(ni, j ) i, j # J # NU(J ) (d(J )). We claim that each row and each
column of N has exactly one nonzero entry. We assume that ni, j1 {0 and
ni, j2 {0 for j1 { j2 # J. We write ej # l
 (J ) for the sequence with entry 1
at the position i and 0 else. We write $n, m for the Kronecker symbol. Then
we get
(N* diag(ei ) N) j1 , j2= :
k # J
:
l # J
nk, j1 $i, k $i, ln l, j2=n i, j1 ni, j2 {0.
So N* diag(ei ) N  d(J ). The same way we see that there can not be more
than one nonzero entry in each row of N.
If each row and each column of N has exactly one nonzero entry, that
entry must have absolute value 1. Therefore N=MS, where S is a per-
mutation matrix and M=diag(m), where |mj |=1 for all j # J. In particular
M # ZU(J ) (d(J )). Therefore N acts on d(J ) like a permutation matrix. This
implies WS(J ), which finishes the proof. K
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At the end of this section we prove one more technical lemma. We recall
the definition of a d.s. matrix and a d.s.a.s. matrix from Definition 4.5.
Remark 10.4. Let a # l  (J ) and U=(uij ) ij # U(J ). Then
p(U* diag(a) U)=U8 a,
where U8 # M(J_J, R) given by U8 ij=|uij |2 is a doubly stochastic matrix.
Let U # U(2J ). Then
pd (U* diagd (a) U)=U8 a,
where the d.s.a.s. matrix U8 # M(J_J, R) is given by
U8 j, k= 12 ( |U j, k |
2&|U& j, k |2&|U j, &k |2+|U& j, &k |2 ).
Let U=(Ui, j ) i, j # 2J+1 # U(2J+1). Then
p$d (U* diag$d (a) U)=U8 .a,
where U8 i, j= 12 ( |Ui, j |
2&|Ui, &j |2&|U&i, j | 2+|U&i, &j |2 ). In particular U8 is
a d.s.a.s. matrix.
11. THE SCHURHORN THEOREM
In this section we generalize the Schur Horn Convexity Theorem space
h(H). We recall the finite dimensional versions of this theorem.
Theorem 11.1 (The SchurHorn Convexity Theorem). Let (a1 , ..., an )
# Rn. Then
p([U* diag(a1 , ..., an ) U : U # U(n)])=conv(Sn (a1 , ..., an )).
Proof. This is [Ho54] Theorem 5. K
A first step toward the desired generalization was taken in [NM99],
where the following theorem was proven:
Theorem 11.2 [NM99, Theorem 3.13]. Let a # l  (N). Then
p(U(N).a)=conv(S(N) a).
In order to generalize this results on arbitrary Hilbert spaces l 2 (J ) we
need the following Lemma:
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Lemma 11.3. For every countable set of operators An # B(l 2 (J )), n # N,
there exists a partition (A: ): # A of J consisting of countable sets such that
l 2 (A: ) is an An -invariant and An* -invariant subspace of l 2 (J ) for every : # A
and n # N.
Proof. We look at the set M of those subsets QP(J ) for which every
I # Q is countable, l 2 (I ) is An -invariant and An*-invariant for every n and
the elements of Q are pairwise disjoint. The set M is not empty, since it
contains Q=[<]. The order on M is the one induced by the natural
inclusion in P(J ). If (Qi ) i # I is a chain in M, then i # I Q i # M is an upper
bound of that claim. Therefore by Zorn’s Lemma there exist maximal
elements in M. Let Q0 be such a maximal element. If  Q0=J, then we are
done. If not, we have that l 2 ( Q0 ) is an An-invariant and An*-invariant
subspace of l 2 (J ) for every n # N. So the orthogonal complement l 2 (J1 ) of
l 2 ( Q0 ) for J1=J"( Q0 ) is also invariant under An and An* for every
n # N. Now we pick an i0 # J1 . We set I0 :=[i0] and define the sets Im ,
m1, by induction
Im := .
i # Im&1
.
n # N
[ j # J : (ej , An .ei) {06 (ej , An*.ei){0].
Here ej denotes the element in l 2 (J ) that has the entry 1 at position j and
0 else. Since J1 is An -invariant and An*-invariant we note that for each
i # J1 we have
J(i) :=[ j # J : (ej , An .ei){0 6 (ej , An*.ei) {0]J1 .
Since An .ei and An*.ei lie in l 2 (J )c0 (J ), we also get that J(i) is count-
able. We get inductively that Im J1 and that Im is countable. Further we
have that An . l 2 (Im )l 2 (Im+1 ) and An*. l 2 (Im )l 2 (Im+1) for all m, n # N.
For the set I :=m=0 Im we then have that l
2 (I) is An -invariant and
An*-invariant for every n # N. As a union of countable sets, I is also coun-
table. Since IJ1 we get that Q0<Q0 _ [I] # M in contradiction to Q0
being maximal. K
Theorem 11.4 (The SchurHorn Theorem). Let a # l  (J ). Then
p(U(J ).a)=conv(S(J ) a).
Proof. : This follows immediately from Corollary 5.2 and Remark 10.4.
$: It is sufficient to show that conv(S(J ) a)p(U(J ).a). To do so we
choose *1 , ..., *n # [0, 1], *1+ } } } +*n=1 and _1 , ..., _n # S(J ). Further
we pick an =>0. By Lemma 11.3 we can find a partition of J into count-
able sets A: , : # A, such that l 2 (A: ) is Si -invariant for all i. Here S i is the
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permutation matrix belonging to _i . In particular Si diag(a) S &1i =
diag(_i a). We decompose a=(a:): , Sn=: # A S :n and _ i=: # A _
:
i
accordingly. Then we can use Theorem 11.2 to find a U: # U(A: ) such that
&p(U: diag(a: )(U: )&1 )&ni=1 *i_
:
i a
:&<=. We let U :=: # U U : and get
"p(U diag(a) U&1 )& :
n
i=1
*i_ ia"=
which proves the assertion. K
12. THE CONVEXITY THEOREM FOR ho(Ic ) AND hsp(Ia )
Now we have almost all the tools ready to prove out main result, the
generalization of the Kostant Convexity Theorem for compact Lie algebras
to the hermitian real forms h(H), ho(Ic) and hsp(Ia ). We first recall the
finite dimensional version.
Theorem 12.1 (The Kostant Convexity Theorem for Compact Lie
Algebras). Let k be a compact Lie algebra and K a corresponding Lie
group. Further let t denote a Cartan subalgebra of k, W :=NK (t)ZK (t) the
Weyl group and p : k  t the projection onto t that is orthogonal with respect
to the CartanKilling form. Then for every X # t
p(Ad(K ).X)=conv(W.X ).
Proof. The original proof can be found in [Ko73], or a very short and
recent proof in [Zi92]. K
Obviously the SchurHorn Theorem is only a special case of the Kostant
Convexity Theorem for k=u(n) and t the diagonal matrices.
We have already proven our infinite dimensional convexity theorem for
h(H) in Theorem 11.4. Therefore we will turn our attention to the spaces
hsp(Ia) and ho(Ic).
Lemma 12.2. For all a # Rn we have
pd (USp(n).diagd (a))=conv(W2 (n) a)
pd (UO(2n).diagd (a))$conv(W2 (n) a).
Proof. The first assertion is a special case of Theorem 12.1.
To see the second assertion we define
SUO(2n) :=[X # UO(2n) : det(X )=1],
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which is the connected component of UO(2n). Now Theorem 12.1 tells us
pd (SUO(2n).diagd (a))=conv(W$2 (n) a),
where W$2 (n)=[(z, _) # W2 (n) : *[i : zi=&1] # 2N]. We define
wwwwwwwwww
0 1
1 0
. . .
. . .
N :=\ + # UO(2n).1 00 1. . . . . .
Then
N* diagd ((a1 , ..., an )) N=diagd ((&a1 , a2 , ..., an ))
for (a1 , ..., an ) # Rn. In particular N # NUO(2n) (diagd (Rn )). Let # denote the
Weyl group element corresponding to N. Then we have that [#] _ W$2 (n)
generates W2 (n). This proves the assertion. K
Lemma 12.3. 1. Let e # [&1, 1]J. There exists an S(e) # USp(J ) such
that
S(e)* diagd (a) S(e)=diagd (e.a),
where (e.a) j=ejaj .
2. Let e # [&1, 1]J. There exist S(e) # UO(2J ) and S$(e) # UO(2J+1)
such that
S(e)* diagd (a) S(e)=diagd (e.a),
(S$(e))* diag$d (a) S$(e)=diag$d (e.a).
3. Let U # U(J ). Then
U :=\U U + # USp(J ) & UO(2J ),
where U denotes the matrix we get from U by applying complex conjugation
to each entry. Further we have pd (U .diagd (a))= p(U.diag(a)) for all a #
l  (J ).
Proof. (1) and (2) follow immediately from Lemma 10.3.
(3) is a straightforward calculation with block matrices. K
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Remark 12.4. Let U :=( AC
B
D) # UO(2J ). Then
1 B
U :=\ 1 + # UO(2J+1)C D
and p$d (U .diag$d (a))= pd (U.diagd (a)) for all al  (J ).
Proposition 12.5. For all a # l  (J ) we have
pd (USp(J ).diagd (a))=conv(W2 (J ).a)
pd (UO(2J ).diagd (a))=conv(W2 (J ).a)
pd (UO(2J+1).diagd$(a) )=conv(W2 (J ).a).
Proof. : This inclusion follows immediately from Lemma 6.2 and
Remark 10.4.
$: We will prove the first two assertions first. If ++0 ( |a| )=0, that is
a # c0 (J ), these two assertions follow immediately from
conv(W2 (J ).a)=conv(W2,  (J ).a),
see Lemma 2.9.2 and Lemma 12.2. So we can assume that ++0 ( |a| )>0.
We pick b # conv(W2 (J ).a) and =>0. Because of Lemma 12.3 we can
assume that a0 and b0. We decompose b=b++b as in Lemma 6.1.
Then there exists an m= # N such, that at most the m= largest entries of b+
and the m= largest entries of a are larger than =. After a permutation we can
therefore find a set Ie with m= *I= such, that [b+j : j # I=] are the m=
largest entries of b+ and [a j : j # I=] are the m= largest entries of a . We can
also assume that aj>++0 (a)&= for all j # Ie .
We define
(b= ) j :={+
+
0 (a)
b j
j  I= , bj>++0 (a)
else
++0 (a) j  I= , aj>+
+
0 (a)
(a=) j :={++0 (a) j # I= , a j<++0 (a)aj else.
In particular a= and b= satisfy &a&a=&= and &b&b=&.
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For km= we have Lk ((a=)I= )=Lk (a) and Lk ((b= )I= )Lk (b), so accord-
ing to Proposition 2.8 we get (b= )I= # conv(W2 (I= )(a= )I= ). We can use
Lemma 12.2 to find U= # USp(I= ) resp. U= # UO(2I= ) satisfying
pd (U e* diagd ((a= )I= ) U= ) =(b= )I= .
We also have that (b= )J"I= # conv(W2 (J"I= )(a= )J"I= ) with the help of
Proposition 4.11. Now Corollary 6.6 applies to (a=)J"I= , so we can find
e # [&1, 1]J"I= satisfying
(b= )J"I= # conv(S(J"I= )(e.a= )J"I= ).
With Theorem 11.4 we can find a V # U(J"I= ) such that
&p(V* diag((e.a=)J"I= V)&(b= )J"I= )&=.
We obtain S(e) # USp(J "I= ), resp., S(e) # UO(2(J "I= )) satisfying
diagd ((e.a= )J"I= )=S(e)* diagd (aJ"I=) S(e) from 12.3. Then
&pd ((S(e) V )* diagd ((a= )J"I= ) S(e) V )&(b= )J"I= &
=&pd (V * diagd ((e.a= )J"I= ) V )&(b= )J"I= &
=&p(V* diag((e.a= )J"I= ) V )&(b= )J"I= &
=.
We define U # USp(J ), resp. UO(2J ) by U = U=  S(e) V . Then
&pd (U* diagd (a= ) U)&b=&= and
&b& pd (U* diagd (a) U)&
&b&b=&+&b=& pd (U* diagd (a= ) U)&+&pd (U V diagd (a=&a) U)&
3=.
This proves the first two assertions.
The third assertion follows immediately from the second one and
Remark 12.4. K
Remark 12.6. Combining Lemma 6.2, Remark 10.4 and Proposition 12.5
we get
pd (U(2J ).diagd (a))conv(W2 (J ) a)=pd (U.diagd (a))
for U # [USp(J ), UO(2J )]. This implies
pd (U(2J ).diagd (a))=pd (U.diagd (a)).
Now we can combine the above results and formulate our main theorem.
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Theorem 12.7. Let h # [h(H), ho(Ic ), hsp(Ia)] and t be a Cartan sub-
algebra of h. Further let pt : h  t denote the projection onto t, U the corre-
sponding maximal unitary group and W the Weyl group. Then
pt (U.X )=conv(W.X).
for every X # t.
Proof. If h=h(H) this is Theorem 11.4. If h # [ho(2J ), hsp(J )] we have
pt =diagd b pd and if h=ho(2J+1) we have pt =diag$d b p$d . So the asser-
tion follows from Proposition 12.5, as diagd : l  (J )  t and diag$d :
l  (J )  t are isomorphisms. K
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